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PSIRT Services Framework 159 

      160 

Introduction 161 

A Product Security Incident Response Team (PSIRT) is an entity within an organization which, at 162 

its core, focuses on the identification, assessment and disposition of the risks associated with 163 

security vulnerabilities within the products, including offerings, solutions, components and/or 164 

services, which an organization produces and/or sells. 165 

A properly deployed PSIRT is not an independently operating group, disconnected from the 166 

development of the organization’s products. Instead it is part of the organization’s broader 167 

secure engineering initiative. This structure ensures that security assurance activities are 168 

integrated into the Secure Development Lifecycle(SDL).  169 

Product security incident response is often associated with the maintenance phase of the SDL 170 

because most product security vulnerabilities are reported as quality escapes after the product 171 

has been released to the market. However, PSIRT can be impactful in the earlier requirements 172 

gathering of architecture, design, planning and risk modeling phases.   173 

The difference between PSIRT and CSIRT 174 

The focus on products is the key differentiator between the PSIRT of an organization and other 175 

incident response teams represented in the same organization, such as Computer Security 176 

Incidence Response Team (CSIRT).   Generally, an Enterprise CSIRT is focused on the security of 177 

computer systems and/or networks that make up the infrastructure of an organization.   178 

While there are important differences between an Enterprise CSIRT and PSIRT, it is important to 179 

recognize that there is also synergy between the two groups.  The important point to take away 180 

is that PSIRT does not operate independently of other parts of an organization and throughout 181 

this framework we will highlight areas of collaboration and synergy that should be nurtured. 182 

PSIRT Organizational Structure 183 

 184 
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 185 

 186 

PSIRTs can be as unique and varied as the products they help protect.  Between organizations 187 

within the same sector or industry there will be variations in business characteristics, operating 188 

models, product portfolios, organizational structures, and product development strategies. As a 189 

result, there is no single one -size fits all product security incident response strategy or team 190 

template for all organizations to follow.   However, three PSIRT models are used by most 191 

companies: Distributed, Centralized and Hybrid.   192 

Distributed Model 193 

The Distributed model utilizes a small core PSIRT that works with representatives from the 194 

product teams to address security vulnerabilities in products. In this model, the smaller PSIRT 195 

operations team has several core responsibilities: 196 

 197 
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                            198 

● Creating policies, processes procedures and guidelines for the triage, analysis, 199 

remediation, and communication of fixes, mitigations or other advisory information to 200 

address security vulnerabilities. 201 

● Establishing a matrix of (tiered) product security engineering representatives 202 

throughout the organization.   203 

● Offering leadership and guidance regarding product security vulnerability response and 204 

potential risk to the business.  205 

● Acting as the collection point for incoming security vulnerabilities where the economies 206 

of scale benefit from a central point of control.  207 

● Notifying the security engineer representatives of new security vulnerabilities, and assist 208 

in the development of remediation plans, and draft/publish communication of a fix or 209 

mitigation, including incident management.  210 
 211 

An organization with a large and diverse product portfolio can benefit from the Distributed 212 

model because the cost of the PSIRT mission is defrayed across the organization. This model 213 

also allows the PSIRT mission to scale by leveraging the skilled people in the product 214 

engineering teams.  215 

The challenge with the Distributed PSIRT model is that the people responsible for performing 216 

the triage and delivering the fixes for security vulnerabilities are not directly controlled by or do 217 

not report to the PSIRT Operations team.  218 

Centralized Model 219 

The Centralized model has a larger PSIRT staff drawn from multiple departments that report 220 

into one or more senior executives responsible for the organization’s product security. This 221 

model might have a structure similar to the following: 222 
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                                  223 

● PSIRT Program Management Department: Creates policies, processes procedures and 224 

guidelines for the triage, analysis, remediation, and communication of fixes for security 225 

vulnerabilities. Manages the operations of the overall PSIRT initiative, ticketing system 226 

and represents PSIRT leadership to the organization.   227 

● PSIRT Security Intelligence and Triage: Monitors various external sources for security 228 

vulnerabilities. Assesses the initial impact of security vulnerabilities to the organization’s 229 

product portfolio.   230 

● PSIRT Remediation and Communications: Directly provides code fixes for security 231 

vulnerabilities to the product engineering teams.   232 
 233 

This model works well with a smaller organization and/or an organization with a homogenous 234 

product portfolio.  This model concentrates and cultivates a high level of security skill and 235 

expertise into one area of the organization. The challenge with this model is in the cost of 236 

maintaining a centrally specialized team that does not scale as well if the product portfolio 237 

grows and/or becomes more diverse. 238 

 239 

Hybrid Model 240 

The Hybrid model is a variation that includes characteristics of both the Distributed and 241 

Centralized model.  An organization may choose to implement some characteristics and 242 

features of both models, creating a hybrid that takes into account the following factors: 243 

 244 

 245 
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                            246 

● Organizational corporate structure and size 247 

● Product portfolio size and diversity 248 

● Product development strategy   249 

Other Considerations 250 

It is important for a PSIRT to have the autonomy to maintain an independent and objective 251 

position on the organization’s product security vulnerabilities. As such, in developing the 252 

organization’s PSIRT strategy and structure, the organization should consider how the team 253 

should best be integrated into the organization and its reporting structure. It is important that a 254 

PSIRT report to an executive of the company that confirms the authority of the PSIRT.    255 

As a PSIRT continues to mature and scale, and the mission evolves, the composition or 256 

reporting structure of the team could change. The driving force of change and maturity of a 257 

PSIRT is its key stakeholders and, unfortunately, the impact of a severe vulnerability on a broad 258 

spectrum of the organization’s stakeholder base. Stakeholders are often defined by the model 259 

adopted by the organization as well as the size of the organization. 260 

Stakeholders 261 

Considering the stakeholders’ needs and requirements is a critical part of defining the strategy 262 

and structure of a PSIRT. The model that an organization adopts to form the PSIRT can dictate 263 

the identity of the stakeholders and the amount of influence the have. It is critical to continue 264 

to maintain positive relationships. Service Area 1: Stakeholder Ecosystem Management, 265 

contains more detail on the ecosystem of stakeholders and how to manage them. 266 

One final consideration in the formation of the product incident response team and strategy is 267 

influencers. This is different than stakeholders, in that stakeholders are discretely named 268 

people or groups of people. In contrast, influencers are industry and government standards, 269 

legislation, regulations, and trends. These influencers may levy greater requirements on the 270 

formation, strategies, policies, and operational characteristics of a PSIRT than the stakeholders. 271 
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What does the PSIRT team do? 272 

The model used will define the scope and operational activities of a PSIRT, but not necessarily 273 

change the actions an organization needs to take with respect to addressing security 274 

vulnerabilities in their products. The model refines the scope of the capabilities, actions and 275 

responsibilities directly attributed to the PSIRT rather than those distributed throughout the 276 

organization. 277 

Ongoing Process and Policy Development  278 

PSIRTs establish the organization’s policies with respect to product security.  The needs of the 279 

business drive and dictate the requirements of PSIRT and not the other way around. Before the 280 

PSIRT policies can be implemented, they must be reviewed and imbued with authority by the 281 

organization’s leadership.  Approved policies must be followed with clear procedures that, 282 

when followed, ensure the organization’s compliance to these policies.   283 

Educating Stakeholders 284 

Along with PSIRT policies and procedures, the PSIRT team needs to build workflow and 285 

management systems that streamline the execution and completion of the actions required to 286 

address product security vulnerabilities. These implementations will make it easier for the 287 

organization to adopt product security as part of their normal day to day business activities. 288 

The greatest mistake that can be made when deploying the PSIRT mission, policies and 289 

procedures is to have it viewed as a separate responsibility or requirement. Therefore, it is 290 

critical to educate all members of the organization on product security basics and the role they 291 

play. The entire organization must be included, enabled, and empowered to meet the PSIRT 292 

policy requirements. 293 

The Importance of Metrics  294 

It is critical to measure the success of the product security incident response mission. Metrics 295 

does not define the requirement, but supports the program, helps determine the required 296 

resources, and may help identify places that need process/tool improvements. Creation and 297 

tracking of metrics may also help in the maturing of a PSIRT by uncovering issues or bottlenecks 298 

with respect to the deployment and adoption of a PSIRT. Service 1.7 Stakeholder Metrics and 299 

Service 5.3 Vulnerability Metrics goes into more details on the types of metrics that would be 300 

valuable to track. 301 

 302 

 303 

 304 
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Definitions 305 

In this document, we are defining the use of certain terms. Note that Service Areas, Services, 306 

and Functions identify what is being done at different levels of details, while Tasks and Actions 307 

identify how it is being done at different levels of details. Tasks and Actions are being published 308 

in an accompanying document and can / will be updated more frequently: 309 

-Advisory-1 announcement or bulletin that serves to inform, advise, and warn about a 310 

vulnerability of a product.  311 

-Bug Bars - categories of bugs that will be fixed during particular development phase.  Usually 312 

includes severity. 313 

-Coordinator-2 optional participant that can assist vendors and finders in handling and 314 

disclosing vulnerability information.  315 

-Embargo- a hold on the publication of vulnerability details until affected vendors are able to 316 

release security updates or mitigations and workarounds to protect customers. 317 

-Finder- 3individual or organization that identifies a potential vulnerability in a product or online 318 

service. Note, finders can be researchers, reporters, security companies, hackers, users, 319 

governments, or coordinators. 320 

- Function - a means to fulfill the purpose or task of a specified service. The list of tasks that can 321 

be performed as part of the function. 322 

-Open Source -  works that are freely available to the public, that once shared are collaborated 323 

or commented on by numerous individuals.   Open source projects are not owned by 324 

companies or individuals and often have large bodies of individuals contributing to improve 325 

upon the shared ideas.   326 

-Partners- Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEM)s, suppliers, Original Design Manufacturers 327 

(ODM)s. 328 

-Product-4a system implemented or developed for sale or to be offered for free. 329 

-Quality Gate- set of criteria that must be met before product moves to next phase of 330 

development or release. 331 

                                                           
1 ISO/IEC 29147:2014 Information technology—Security techniques — Vulnerability disclosure- 
Terms/Definitions 3.1 
2 ISO/IEC 30111:2013 Information technology—Security techniques—Vulnerability handling processes-
Terms/Definitions 3.1 
3 ISO/IEC 29147:2014 Information technology—Security techniques — Vulnerability disclosure- 

Terms/Definitions 3.3 

4 ISO/IEC 29147:2014 Information technology—Security techniques—Vulnerability disclosure-
Terms/Definitions 3.5 
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-Remediation (or Remedy)-5  Patch, fix, upgrade, configuration, or documentation change to 332 

address a vulnerability.  333 

-Risk-6 the 'effect of uncertainty on objectives'. In this definition, uncertainties include events 334 

(which may or may not happen) and uncertainties caused by ambiguity or a lack of information. 335 

-Risk Acceptance-7 a risk response strategy whereby the project team decides to acknowledge 336 

the risk and not take any action unless the risk occurs. 337 

-Risk Register-8 a document in which the results of risk analysis and risk response planning are 338 

recorded. 339 

-Secure Development Lifecycle (SDL)- is a development process that helps developers build 340 

more secure products and address security compliance requirements while reducing 341 

development cost. 342 

- Service Area -group services related to a common aspect that help to organize the services 343 

along a top-level categorization to facilitate understanding. 344 

- Service - the set of recognizable, coherent actions towards a specific result on behalf of or for 345 

the constituency of an incident response team. The list of functions used to implement the 346 

service. 347 

-Service Level Agreement (SLA)-a contract between a service provider (either internal or 348 

external) and the end user that defines the level of service expected from the service provider.  349 

-Stakeholders-is a person or party with an interest or concern in PSIRT operation or 350 

organization. They can affect or be affected by the PSIRTs actions, objectives and policies. PSIRT 351 

stakeholders are the "groups without whose support the organization would cease to exist.” 352 

-Third-party- any upstream supplier or producer that provides components incorporated into a 353 

product or solution/service. 354 

-Vendor-9person or organization that developed the product, or service, or is responsible for 355 

maintaining it. 356 

-Vulnerability-10weakness of software, hardware, or online service that can be exploited. 357 

                                                           
5 ISO/IEC 30111:2013 Information technology—Security techniques—Vulnerability handling processes-
Terms/Definitions 3.4 
6 ISO 31000:2009/ ISO Guide 73:2002 Risk management — Principles and guidelines- Terms/Definitions 

2.1 

7 The Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK) Guide and Standards 
8 The Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK) Guide and Standards 
9 ISO/IEC 30111:2013 Information technology—Security techniques—Vulnerability handling processes-
Terms/Definitions 3.7 
10 ISO/IEC 30111:2013 Information technology—Security techniques—Vulnerability handling processes-
Terms/Definitions 3.8 
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Operational Foundations  358 

                                                      359 

This section identifies and describes the foundation of core components that an organization 360 

needs to plan, establish, and effectively operate a PSIRT. 361 

Purpose: Enable an organization to plan and implement the foundational components 362 

for establishing and operating a PSIRT. 363 

Outcome: The identification, planning, and implementation of the PSIRT operational 364 

foundation components help an organization establish its PSIRT which will prepare the 365 

PSIRT to carry out its mission and sustain the company’s ability to provide its products 366 

and services to its defined stakeholders. 367 

 368 

 369 

 370 

 371 

 372 

 373 

 374 

 375 

 376 

                                      377 

 378 

I. Executive sponsorship 379 

Obtain sponsorship from the organization’s executives and key decision makers. 380 

Purpose: Inform and obtain the support (buy- in) from the organization’s executives 381 

(e.g., C-level officers, board of directors) or other decision makers to enable the PSIRT to 382 
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operate effectively. 383 

Outcome: On-going funding and support based off desired business metrics. 384 

To obtain executive sponsorship, the organization should inform or educate the executives by 385 

providing them with a plan and other supporting information to help them understand the 386 

purpose, importance, potential risks of security vulnerabilities and benefits of operating a 387 

PSIRT. (See “PSIRT Charter” and “Budget’ below.) 388 

See Service 1.1 Internal Stakeholder Management for related information. 389 

II.  Stakeholders 390 

Identify stakeholders and the relationship your PSIRT will have with these groups. 391 

Purpose: Understand who the PSIRT will serve and with whom the PSIRT will interact. 392 

Outcome: Clearly defined list of interested parties. 393 

This should include external stakeholders, such as the organization’s customers, 394 

external security researchers, CSIRTs, and other PSIRTs, as well as internal stakeholders, 395 

such as software developers, engineers, customer support, legal, and 396 

public/corporate/media relations. 397 

See Service Area 1 Stakeholder Ecosystem Management for (Service 1.1 Internal 398 

Stakeholder Management, Service 1.2 Research Community Engagement, Service 1.3 399 

Community and Organizational Engagement, and Service 1.4 Downstream (Consumer) 400 

Stakeholder Management) for related information. 401 

III. PSIRT Charter 402 

Develop a charter or other document (e.g., strategic plan, implementation plan, or 403 

concept of operations document). 404 

 Purpose: Identify, describe, and document the basic program elements under which the 405 

PSIRT will operate. 406 

Outcome: A document that describes why the PSIRT was created/funded and desired 407 

outcomes from the PSIRT. 408 

The PSIRT charter (or plan) should define the following: 409 

● PSIRT mission (should support and align with the organization’s mission). 410 

● Purpose, roles and responsibilities. 411 

● Products and services (e.g., receive vulnerability reports, develop fixes or 412 

patches, distribute patch announcements). 413 

IV. Organizational model 414 

Determine and document the organizational structure and model that the PSIRT will 415 

use. 416 
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Purpose: Identify, describe, and document the organizational model under which the 417 

PSIRT will operate. 418 

Outcome: Establish a well-defined team structure with documented roles and 419 

responsibilities. 420 

The documented organizational model should describe the PSIRTs internal reporting 421 

structure and identify the authority under which the PSIRT operates. See “PSIRT 422 

Organizational Structure” in the Introduction for descriptions of some common 423 

organizational models (e.g., distributed model, centralized model, hybrid model). See 424 

Service 1.5 Incident Communications (e.g., the PSIRT reports directly to the Chief 425 

Information Security Officer [CISO]). 426 

V. Management and Stakeholder Support 427 

Obtain support “buy-in” from organizational management and internal stakeholders. 428 

Purpose: Inform and obtain the support buy-in from other internal management and 429 

stakeholders to enable the PSIRT to operate effectively. 430 

Outcome: Stakeholders are apprised of key business metrics to ensure ongoing support. 431 

See Service 1.1 Internal Stakeholder Management for related information. 432 

VI. Budget 433 

Identify the costs of resources required to operate the PSIRT, and obtain the 434 

appropriate funding to finance these resources. 435 

Purpose: Identify, describe, and document the organizational model under which the 436 

PSIRT will operate and be funded. 437 

Outcome: Documented PSIRT operational costs, expenses, and funding model. 438 

The budget should include expenses for staffing the PSIRT (salaries, benefits, plus other 439 

encumbered costs), equipment and other capital expenses (e.g., information technology 440 

systems/devices, software licenses), and training budget (including travel expenses). 441 

VII. Staff 442 

Identify the staffing resources needed to provide your PSIRT services, and obtain a 443 

skilled staff. 444 

Purpose: Identify, describe, and document the organizational model under which the 445 

PSIRT will be staffed. 446 

Outcome: PSIRT staffing resource needs will be documented. 447 

This includes identifying the various staff position or roles and responsibilities for 448 

individual members of the PSIRT, as well as the competencies (knowledge, skills, abilities 449 

[KSAs]) and any other requirements (e.g., education, experience, certifications) 450 
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expected of those roles. Full time employee, vendors, contractors, or a combination of 451 

these may fill these positions or roles.  452 

As part of the staffing plan (or as identified in a separate document), training 453 

requirements should be identified and planned, including general training for all PSIRT 454 

staff and role-based training for individuals (e.g., initial onboarding/mentoring; ongoing 455 

training, education, and awareness; specific training for professional development).  456 

See Service 6.1 PSIRT for related information. 457 

VIII. Resources and Tools 458 

Identify and acquire other necessary resources and tools. 459 

Purpose: Identify and acquire the resources, equipment, and tools needed for the PSIRT 460 

to operate. 461 

Outcome: The tooling and resource needs for the PSIRT will be documented and 462 

understood. 463 

These resources and tools include the following: 464 

● Infrastructure, such as facilities (office space). 465 

● Tools/Technology/Equipment (hardware, software) (e.g., see Service 3.3 466 

Reproduction). 467 

● Vulnerability Reporting System/Methods (e.g., website, email, phone) 468 

(see Service 2.1 Intake of Vulnerability Reporting). 469 

● Secure Communications (e.g., PGP/encryption) (see Function 1.5.2 Secure 470 

Communications Management). 471 

● Vulnerability Database/Tracking system (e.g., see Function 1.5.3 Security 472 

Defect Tracking System Updates and Function 3.2.1 Finder Database). 473 

XI. Policies and Procedures 474 

Document the policies, processes, and procedures relevant to conducting PSIRT 475 

operations. 476 

Purpose: Identify, describe, and document the policies and procedures under which the 477 

PSIRT will operate. 478 

Outcome: The PSIRT will have formal policies that describe PSIRT authority and the 479 

governance/operations they will wield.  The PSIRT will also have formally documented 480 

procedures/guidelines that describe how to perform duties. 481 

Documenting the policies and procedures will ensure common understanding among all 482 

PSIRT staff, enable consistency and repeatability of the products and services provided 483 

by the PSIRT, and serve as a training resource for new PSIRT staff. 484 
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X. Evaluation and Improvements 485 

Identify metrics for evaluating performance and/or effectiveness to identify 486 

improvements. 487 

Purpose: Assess or evaluate how well a PSIRT is operating, and to identify potential 488 

areas for improvement. 489 

Outcome: The PSIRT will be able to measure its performance and understand areas 490 

where improvement is desired. 491 

The PSIRT should continuously and/or periodically assess or evaluate how it is 492 

performing (providing its products and services) and identifying any potential areas for 493 

improvement. 494 

Evaluation metrics and methods can be informal (e.g., collecting feedback from 495 

stakeholders) or formal, and can occur as needed (e.g., documenting lessons learned 496 

[see Function 1.1.3 Incident Post-Mortem Process]) or on a designated schedule. 497 

The information provided in this PSIRT Framework document can be one source of the 498 

criteria or capabilities used to evaluate a PSIRTs operations. 499 

  500 
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Service Area 1 Stakeholder Ecosystem Management                                      501 

                  502 

This service area describes the services and functions a PSIRT can fulfill to appropriately engage 503 

with both internal and external stakeholders. Execution of services under this umbrella are in 504 

effect throughout the lifecycle of an incident or the maturity lifecycle of the PSIRT team. This 505 

service area is dedicated to ensuring all stakeholders of the PSIRT are appropriately informed 506 

and engaged in the incident response process. 507 

Prior to formally providing these services, the PSIRT must first identify the unique stakeholders 508 

that are relevant for their businesses.  Stakeholders include such parties as executive or 509 

business leadership, internal development teams, external component providers or developers, 510 

or even the organization’s customer-base.   It can be extremely useful to compile a matrix of 511 

stakeholders-to-products/versions to streamline the communication process. Prior to 512 

communicating with these stakeholders, it also would be beneficial to understand the 513 

viewpoints or artifacts or methods by which they desire to be engaged by (web portal, 514 

personalized email, internet chat, ticketing system, etc.). For the purposes of this document, 515 

stakeholders are divided into several groups (your specific business circumstance may identify 516 

others): finders, peers/partners, internal teams, and stakeholders of your products. 517 

Purpose: Highlight the processes and mechanisms to share information with the 518 

assorted stakeholders a PSIRT can and should interact with. 519 

Outcome: Successful engagement with the PSIRTs stakeholder ecosystem will ensure 520 

timely reports of discovered vulnerabilities as well as satisfied stakeholders/partners 521 

when security vulnerabilities must be communicated to the organization’s stakeholders. 522 
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Service 1.1 Internal Stakeholder Management 523 

                                 524 

Define processes related to engaging with internal stakeholders to ensure both awareness as 525 

well as assistance during incidents. Successful internal stakeholder engagement will improve 526 

communication and response efforts by clearly communicating the PSIRTs role within the 527 

organization and making internal connections between product teams and security analysts.  528 

Purpose: Establish the PSIRTs authority and expertise to internal stakeholders to 529 

facilitate the smooth coordination of vulnerability remediation and product security. 530 

Outcome: Flaws discovered by internal employees relieve the pressure of external 531 

embargoes or media scrutiny, and as such are some of the most impactful ways to 532 

improve an offering’s security profile. 533 

Function 1.1.1  Engage Internal Stakeholders 534 

Maintaining active dialog with internal teams involved around the development, testing, 535 

packaging, and maintenance of the organization’s offerings. Internal stakeholders not 536 

only are engineering resources, but also could be testing/quality assurance, release-537 

engineering, stakeholder-facing support teams, sales and marketing, or other technical 538 

subject matter experts in the field. 539 

Purpose: Build presence on internal messaging/information platforms to notify internal 540 

associates about the PSIRTs existence, processes, and functions. 541 

Outcome: The PSIRT will have a formally documented list of internal stakeholders and an 542 
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understanding of their roles and responsibilities.  543 

Sub-Function 1.1.1.1 Engage with Corporate/Business Leaders and Executives 544 

For a PSIRT to be effective, it must understand and be able to react to the current 545 

organizational environment.  Working with business leaders and executives helps 546 

the PSIRT on several levels.  It helps legitimize the PSIRTs work within the 547 

organization by virtue of executive sponsorship.  It allows the PSIRT to share 548 

information with leaders to help inform business decisions.  It also allows leadership 549 

to express changes in policy and organizational direction that might alter the PSIRTs 550 

mission.  551 

Sub-function 1.1.1.2  Engage with Public Relations/Corporate Communications, 552 

Legal Departments, and Government Affairs 553 

Engaging with the array of internal Communications and Legal teams will ensure that 554 

the PSIRT is compliant with current branding and messaging standards as well as the 555 

regulatory/legal environment the organization must be compliant with (e.g., privacy, 556 

federal space).  Each of these stakeholders offer unique paths to critical stakeholders 557 

of the PSIRT, and lines of communication should be established before times of 558 

critical events or incidents to ensure all parties can effectively work together. 559 

Purpose: Ensure the PSIRT and any security vulnerability messaging is compliant with 560 

brand and legal policies.  Working with the specialized communications or 561 

governmental/legal groups within the organization helps ensure the PSIRT is 562 

delivering brand-approved, or legally/contractually-approved messaging.     563 

Outcome: Any communications coming from the PSIRT will be compliant with 564 

relevant corporate standards and policies.  Ideally working with PR, Communications, 565 

Legal, and other internal groups will help the organization avoid loss of brand 566 

reputation, criminal or civil legal issues, or loss of corporate good-will from its 567 

stakeholders, regulators, and peers. 568 

Sub-Function 1.1.1.3  Engage with Internal Business Units/Lines of Business 569 

Engaging with development stakeholders ensures issues get appropriately 570 

documented, prioritized and addressed. For example, engineers from the PSIRT 571 

team or authorized delegates need to coordinate vulnerability remediation with the 572 

software engineering groups responsible for the faulty code.  In times of incidents, 573 

these partnerships also assist in the speedy transmission of information and 574 

effective, quick remediation of the issue.  Stakeholders here include Program or 575 

Product Managers, SDL oversight groups, Project Managers, Product Owners, and 576 

others with similar business-related responsibilities.  577 
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Purpose: PSIRTs should engage with the business to exchange information about the 578 

PSIRTs role in the product release process, any governance functions it fulfills, 579 

product flaws and vulnerabilities to ensure all parties understand their roles and 580 

responsibilities.  Making these connections with business personnel will help  ensure 581 

appropriate prioritization of flaws and adherence to corporate security guidelines.  582 

On-going conversations with the business, providing metrics around vulnerabilities 583 

and remediation will help them appropriately fund and address issues as they arise. 584 

Outcome: The PSIRT will understand how the Lines of Business function, what their 585 

goals and objectives are, and how the PSIRT impacts them.  586 

Sub-Function 1.1.1.4  Engage with Internal Development/ Engineering 587 

Engineers from the PSIRT team need to coordinate vulnerability remediation with 588 

the software engineering groups responsible for the faulty code.  Engaging with 589 

development stakeholders ensures issues get appropriately documented, prioritized, 590 

and addressed.  In times of Incidents, these partnerships also assist in the speedy 591 

transmission of information and effective, quick remediation of the issue 592 

Sub-Function 1.1.1.5  Engage with stakeholder-facing support teams 593 

Engineers from the PSIRT team need to provide explanation and artifacts to 594 

stakeholder support teams so that as issues develop and become public the support 595 

organization can respond to stakeholder inquiries and support requests.  “Support” 596 

could include front-line (a.k.a. “Help Desk) personnel, premium support resources 597 

(e.g., Technical Account Management, Stakeholder Success Managers, etc.), or 598 

internal/external Sales teams, In-field resources (consulting, sales engineering, etc.). 599 

Purpose: The PSIRT must supply timely information for the organization’s assorted 600 

stakeholder-facing support teams can respond to stakeholder demand for 601 

support/information/solutions.  Failure to appropriately support the teams providing 602 

direct stakeholder support could negatively impact the brand, lose stakeholder faith 603 

and risk future revenue.  These “front-line” associates must also be able to feed data 604 

and questions from/on-behalf of the organization’s stakeholders and partners. 605 

Outcome:  The PSIRT will be able to collect information around customer satisfaction 606 

of vulnerability remediations as well as respond to customer requests as needed.  607 

Sub-Function 1.1.1.6  Internal working group participation 608 

In more mature organizations, engineers from the PSIRT team can build and 609 

strengthen relationships with internal stakeholders by participating in various 610 

internal initiatives or working groups.  This helps to reaffirm/establish the technical 611 

expertise of the PSIRT, and build networking/communication channels for future 612 

efforts. 613 
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Purpose: PSIRT members should be seen as active participants within the 614 

organization.  Sitting in on working groups or other internal initiatives establishes the 615 

role and expertise of the PSIRT and raises awareness of how to engage the team. 616 

Outcome: Participating in these efforts establishes credibility of the PSIRT and builds 617 

internal communication channels that can be leveraged during incidents. 618 

Function 1.1.2  Internal Secure Development Lifecycle  619 

Maintaining and enforcing a Secure Development Lifecycle is a cornerstone of 620 

establishing stakeholder confidence and trust in an organization's products.  Without 621 

being able to demonstrate repeatable application of security standards through a 622 

product’s lifecycle, stakeholders may lose faith in the organization’s products, harsher 623 

requirements on the organization may be imposed (burden of proof, right to audit, etc.), 624 

and ultimately could lead to loss of revenue and stakeholder confidence. 625 

Purpose: Organizations that follow good Secure Development Lifecycle practices will 626 

spend less on remediating security flaws in their product set by catching these flaws 627 

earlier in the development or augmentation of products.  All participants in this lifecycle 628 

will clearly know expectations around security features, functionality, and requirements 629 

of offerings, and will understand their roles and responsibilities within the lifecycle. 630 

Outcome:  The PSIRT will have clear product release information and be able to provide 631 

metrics and data around delivery performance.  In mature organizations, the PSIRT can 632 

provide data around common weaknesses of historic products to avoid making similar 633 

errors with future efforts. 634 

Sub-Function 1.1.2.1 Participate in SDL creation and maintenance 635 

SDL is a critical governance process that helps an organization produce stable, 636 

repeatable offerings that adhere to common standards.  The PSIRTs participation in 637 

the creation and maintenance of the organizational SDL helps ensure that 638 

appropriate security practices and checks are followed. 639 

Sub-Function 1.1.2.2 Participate in SDL governance/enforcement 640 

 SDL is a critical governance process that helps an organization produce stable, 641 

repeatable offerings that adhere to common standards. The PSIRTs participation in 642 

the governance and enforcement of the organizational SDL helps ensure that 643 

appropriate security practices and checks are followed, and that exceptions are 644 

documented and appropriately reviewed. 645 

Function 1.1.3 Incident Post-mortem process 646 

As vulnerabilities are discovered within the organization’s offerings, the PSIRT requires a 647 

mechanism to review these issues (be they code-related, process-related, or personnel-648 

related) and to provide that feedback to participating stakeholders and organizational 649 
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leaders.  Some severe or very public security vulnerabilities may require more in-depth 650 

analysis about how the company reacted to the issues and corrected it.  A post-mortem 651 

is a meeting involving all internal stakeholders involved in remediation and 652 

communication efforts, and seek to document what went well, what could have been 653 

done better, and what changes will be made for future events. 654 

Purpose: Provide a clear, factual account of events that occur during vulnerability 655 

response, including security incidents to perspectives from all involved parties/teams.  In 656 

times of critical issues, the PSIRT can assist or lead the organization’s response to 657 

remediating these publicly-known, high-impact issues. 658 

Outcome: The PSIRT will provide data around the organization performance reacting to 659 

software vulnerabilities.  This data will be incorporated into the “lessons learned” for 660 

future improvement in events. 661 

Sub-Function 1.1.3.1 Establish a process to review failings in the development 662 

process that can lead to security vulnerabilities 663 

Establishing a consistent process to review post-mortem issues helps ensure that 664 

products are continuously improved with lessons learned. 665 

Sub-Function 1.1.3.2 Track process failings and coordinate lessons-learned for 666 

routine vulnerability response and periodically review those issues with key 667 

stakeholders 668 

The PSIRT needs to document, report on, and ensure that findings from review 669 

meetings are appropriately followed-up on.  If left unattended or unresolved, 670 

chronic issues could lead to a decrease in product quality, increases in future 671 

security issues, and an overall decrease in stakeholder confidence. 672 

Sub-Function 1.1.3.3 Review timing of processes and release of updates  673 

Track areas of strength and weakness. 674 

Sub-Function 1.1.3.4 Coordinate organization lessons-learned response review 675 

for high-profile incidents and provide reporting data to the business and other 676 

stakeholders as required. 677 

Sub-Function 1.1.3.5 Assist in coordination of revisal of internal processes 678 

identified in post-mortem process and track remediation progress. 679 

 680 

 681 

 682 
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Service 1.2 Finder Community Engagement 683 

 684 

                                                      685 

Services related to engaging the research community as a stakeholder. Finders can take the 686 

form of academics, development professionals, professional security finders, or hobbyists. 687 

Finders have many varied roles and unique perspectives.  Some can be academics, researching 688 

theoretical attacks or flaws in the hopes of publication and academic achievement, while others 689 

are professional security finders that are motivated by financial or corporate means. Still others 690 

may be hobbyists or enthusiasts participating in their spare time, perhaps to gain respect and 691 

accolades from their communities.  Finder community engagement is a proactive approach to 692 

Product Security Incident Response. 693 

Purpose: Position an organization’s PSIRT as an active contributor to the research 694 

community, and to build situational awareness of threats that may affect an 695 

organization’s product security.  Negative or antagonistic relations with finders could 696 

lead to loss of early notification of research that could put the organization at a 697 

disadvantage in reacting to security vulnerabilities, and thereby impact stakeholder-698 

sentiment towards the organization. 699 

Outcome: Successful community engagement will strengthen an organization’s 700 

reputation and market position in championing product security.  Additionally, positive 701 

engagement with finders can lead to early access to research and/or security 702 

vulnerability disclosures to help the organization prepare their reaction for eventual 703 

public release. 704 
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Function 1.2.1  Engage Finders 705 

Activities designed to maintain active dialogue with finders that have expertise in the 706 

security of a company’s products and access to different channels. 707 

Purpose: Build presence on social media sites such as Twitter. Monitor Twitter and other 708 

common sites/forums for indicators that finders or stakeholders may have found an 709 

issue. Consider regular attendance at security conferences where face to face meetings 710 

with finders can occur. 711 

Outcome: The PSIRT will receive better quality reports with more advanced warning with 712 

highly-engaged finders. 713 

Sub-Function 1.2.1.1  Invite qualified finders to private contracts 714 

Some organizations find value in deepening the relationship with particular security 715 

finders.  If it is valuable to your organization, qualified finders can be engaged in 716 

private contracts. 717 

Sub-Function 1.2.1.2  Engage with security finders at conferences and other 718 

events 719 

Some organizations find value by engaging face to face with particular security 720 

finders.  It helps to build trust between your organization and the finders. 721 

Purpose: Finder attend security conferences and other events to discuss their 722 

findings, learn and network with others.  Meeting them face to face gives 723 

opportunity to build mutual trust.   724 

Outcome: A positive engagement with finders may establish/improve relationships 725 

with the finders. Finders may be more likely to report issues when they find them as a 726 

result of this engagement. 727 

Sub-Function 1.2.1.3  Sponsor academic research in security flaws and topics 728 

Some organizations find value by sponsoring academic research. If it is valuable to 729 

your organization, research which academic conferences pertain to your product or 730 

services. 731 

Purpose: Academic conferences provide organizations with the opportunity to 732 

identify new areas of research and potential vulnerabilities.  By sponsoring, 733 

organizations may be given early access to research papers and then can address the 734 

issue before the issue is presented to the public.   735 

Outcome: Supporting academic research provides another avenue of finder 736 

submissions.  It may allow the organization to direct/suggest areas for research.  It 737 
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may also provide a pipeline of potential employees down the road. 738 

Service 1.3 Community and Organizational Engagement 739 

Sometimes referred to as “upstream” and “downstream”, community participation is essential 740 

to nurture joint remediation efforts or assist in mutual-aid with others within the organization’s 741 

peer groups.  “Upstream” is a term used for groups or individuals from which you source 742 

components or projects for your organization’s products.  “Downstream” refers to individuals, 743 

groups, or organizations that source your output as parts of their offerings.  Downstream 744 

engagement is covered in Service 1.4 below. 745 

A vibrant upstream community can help feed innovation into product streams as well as assist 746 

with the burden of complex vulnerability remediations, oftentimes filling in for the lack of 747 

crucial subject matter expertise that may be deficient within the organization.  Likewise, 748 

cultivating professional relationships with individuals and teams from other organization can 749 

help virtually expand the capabilities of the PSIRT by allowing access to external perspectives, 750 

expertise, and historical knowledge. This can be achieved through proactively engaging the 751 

security community as a stakeholder, establishing relationships with partners and peer PSIRTs. 752 

Purpose: The PSIRT needs to build and maintain an active ecosystem of partners and 753 

peers.  These community associations can assist in a “many eyes” approach to finding 754 

and remediating flaws, as well as sharing good practices between different groups to 755 

improve the overall experience in vulnerability remediation. 756 

Outcome: Good relationships and an active ecosystem of partners and peers will 757 

facilitate information sharing on threat intelligence and best-practices. A PSIRT with 758 

good reputation in the security community may help to draw resources and 759 

collaboration to address critical situations. 760 

Function 1.3.1  Define & Engage with Upstream Communities & Partners 761 

Oftentimes products will include code or components that were not created by the 762 

organization.  The originators of these materials are sometimes called third-parties, 763 

suppliers, or upstream vendors, OEMs or simply partners. It is helpful to identify these 764 

partners within your ecosystem and determine how the organization would contact and 765 

engage them when vulnerabilities are discovered in the third-party’s code. 766 

Purpose:  Establish cordial working relationships with those individuals or groups from 767 

which you receive components or those groups that receive components from your 768 

organization.   Understand who and how to contact these groups will keep the PSIRT 769 

informed of looming issues, as well as having an understanding of whom the PSIRT 770 

needs to inform as they discover affected components others derive from them. 771 

Outcome: The PSIRT will better understand by who and from where components are 772 

sourced from.  This should provide faster access to information and fixes when those 773 

components are discovered to have flaws. 774 

Sub-Function 1.3.1.1  Document and define upstream communities and partners 775 
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Upstream communities and partners provide code, and/or, knowledge and expertise 776 

that is incorporated into the organization’s offerings.  It is critical to know and 777 

engage with these suppliers to ensure speedy and effective interactions as security 778 

vulnerabilities are reported to and worked on with the PSIRT.  Ideally these 779 

relationships are documented in contracts, covered by non-disclosure agreements 780 

and other protections for the organization. 781 

Sub-Function 1.3.1.2  Find channels to engage these communities and partners 782 

in active dialogue 783 

Each upstream community or partner may have different methods or tools they use 784 

to develop and communicate about their software/offerings.  The PSIRT should 785 

understand how to engage with these external groups, and ensure that the PSIRT 786 

has appropriate contacts/methods to collaborate on security issues involving those 787 

external parties. 788 

Sub-Function 1.3.1.3  Actively provide expertise to these communities through 789 

project participation, making resources available to these projects, and acting as 790 

mentors to upstream developers and groups  791 

Participation with upstream communities and partners helps build valuable trust 792 

between the groups, as well as helping augment the capabilities of that external 793 

team with expertise the organization may have. 794 

Sub-Function 1.3.1.4  Participate in community events, such as conferences, to 795 

directly work with participants 796 

Conferences and professional organizational meetings are excellent places for 797 

PSIRTs to interact with stakeholders and partners, getting direct feedback for the 798 

organization as well as building goodwill and a positive reputation amongst the 799 

external community that can be leveraged for future coordination/collaboration. 800 

Sub-Function 1.3.1.5  Engage with community security teams and/or security 801 

leads on projects 802 

It is critical that the PSIRT understands who and how to contact upstream 803 

software/hardware/service providers’ security teams (PSIRT, CSIRT, security 804 

engineers).  Establishing lines of communication and rapport between the PSIRT and 805 

these groups helps ensure smooth interactions during times of crisis or vulnerability 806 

remediation. 807 

Function 1.3.2  Engage with Peer PSIRTs 808 

Nurturing relationships between peer PSIRT teams can help in information-sharing and 809 

potential mutual-assistance and/or coordination for incidents.  Working with these peer 810 
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organizations can help fill in vital data to remediate vulnerabilities and virtually includes 811 

peer’s expertise to the organization as the two groups consult on issues. 812 

Purpose: Provide communication channels between your organization and other PSIRT 813 

teams to share vulnerability information, threat intelligence, and best practices.  814 

Outcome: A community of peer PSIRT is valuable to respond to vulnerabilities related to 815 

the software supply-chain. A faster response rate can be expected. 816 

Sub-Function 1.3.2.1  Document and define Peer PSIRTs 817 

Collect contact information and engagement processes for future use. The PSIRT 818 

should engage and interact with the larger PSIRT community to share best practices 819 

and insights around lessons learned.  As vulnerabilities arise, they are often solved in 820 

a collaborative, multi-group manner, and allows the PSIRT to extend its internal 821 

capabilities by leveraging these external peers for information and/or assistance. 822 

Sub-Function 1.3.2.2  Define Responsible Disclosure parameters between 823 

organizations 824 

PSIRTS should carefully document vulnerability information sharing parameters and 825 

agreements.  The PSIRT should honor embargo parameters set out by the 826 

vulnerability finder and/or reporting organization (and expect to have theirs 827 

honored).   828 

Sub-Function 1.3.2.3  Establish secure information-sharing channels to facilitate 829 

data-sharing around security vulnerabilities 830 

The PSIRT should establish methods to securely share vulnerability and other 831 

confidential information with parties involved in the responsible disclosure 832 

arrangement.  This could be such options as out-of-band, non-electronic 833 

communication, encrypted email/portals or private mailing lists. 834 

Sub-Function 1.3.2.4  Participate in Industry SIGs and/or functions 835 

Working with peers on topics of interest for the industry supports and nurtures 836 

contacts as well as furthers the professionalization of the profession by 837 

collaboratively solving problems. 838 

Purpose: Participation in the PSIRT community helps open lines of communication, 839 

allows for future collaboration on issues, and provides a sounding board to gauge 840 

services and processes.  Participation in Industry SIGs also help further 841 

professionalize and mature the discipline. 842 

Outcome: The PSIRT will have contacts within the PSIRT community and share good 843 

practices for the betterment of the Industry. 844 
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Function 1.3.3  Engage with Coordinators (CERTs, CSIRTs, or other coordination center 845 

organizations) 846 

Working with government CERTs and CSIRT helps build trust to share information, and 847 

helps the PSIRT earn the trust and respect of valued peers. Other organizations with 848 

relevant interests or communities include FIRST, MITRE, Advancing Open Standards for 849 

the Information Society (OASIS), the Industry Consortium for Advancement of Security 850 

on the Internet (ICASI), ISO, amongst others.  Groups that participate could be viewed 851 

based off of national, enterprise, regional or industrial sectors. 852 

Purpose: Organizations are frequent targets for threat actors who often use previously 853 

unknown vulnerabilities to penetrate networks. Building relationships with CERTs and 854 

CSIRTs enables the trust and contacts needed to get potential vulnerability reports at 855 

early stages. 856 

Outcome: Good relationships with CERTs, CSIRTs, and other coordination center 857 

organizations are valuable to become aware of vulnerabilities early-on. A faster 858 

response rate can be expected. 859 

Sub-Function 1.3.3.1  Find channels to engage these communities and partners 860 

in active dialogue 861 

The PSIRT should research where the desired external groups engage in dialog and 862 

make efforts to participate in those forums. 863 

Function 1.3.4  Engage with security vendors 864 

Large commercial security vendors work with stakeholders during breaches and 865 

oftentimes will have forensic data that the PSIRT may not normally have access to.  866 

Developing relationships with these vendors helps build trust and mutual respect and 867 

ideally can help the PSIRT gain access to critical threat data that may otherwise not be 868 

available to them. 869 

Purpose: Build a formalized partner program with security vendors who discover 870 

vulnerabilities being used (or could be used) in active attacks. At a minimum, a non-871 

disclosure agreement between partners should be signed while a more thorough legal 872 

agreement is recommended. 873 

Outcome: Security vendors will help monitor vulnerabilities or exploits that could 874 

otherwise go undetected underground. Security vendors can present a good opportunity 875 

to collaborate and improve product security. 876 

Sub-Function 1.3.4.1 Document and define Bug-Bounty Vendors in scope for the 877 

offerings the organization provides 878 

Knowing and properly engaging with security vendors can speed communications 879 
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and efforts around vulnerability reporting/remediation as they report issues to the 880 

PSIRT.  It is important to understand what these vendors will have access to and 881 

keep.  The organization's relationship to the bug bounty vendor should be 882 

thoroughly documented and vetted prior to entering into a relationship so all parties 883 

understand how they act, what they access, and how data is shared and with whom. 884 

Sub-Function 1.3.4.2 Find channels to engage these Security Vendors in 885 

dialogue 886 

The PSIRT should research where the desired external groups engage in dialog and 887 

make efforts to participate in those forums. 888 

Function 1.3.5  Engage with Bug-Bounty Vendors   889 

Building a relationship with Bug Bounty vendors to help further communication and 890 

data-sharing efforts around vulnerability management. 891 

Purpose: If your organization receives frequent vulnerability reports from 892 

vendors/brokers who pay finders for bugs, consider maintaining a direct relationship 893 

with those organizations who often establish SLAs for vulnerabilities to be addressed. 894 

Outcome: A direct relationship with bug-bounty vendors can help to start a constructive 895 

dialog to explain the process to releasing a product security patch. Alongside with 896 

establishing agreeable SLAs, such relationship will help to reduce the risk of zero-day 897 

vulnerabilities to the mutual benefit of all stakeholders. 898 

Sub-Function 1.3.5.1 Document and define bug-bounty vendors applicable to 899 

the offerings the organization provides. 900 

Sub-Function 1.3.5.2 Identify channels to engage these bug-bounty vendors in 901 

active dialogue. 902 

Service 1.4 Downstream Stakeholder Management 903 

Services related to engaging your stakeholder-base as a stakeholder. Establishing processes and 904 

methods to interact with the stakeholder community around product security response.  905 

Stakeholders of the organization’s products are some of the most important to keep happy, as 906 

they represent current and future revenue opportunities for the organization.  Stakeholders put 907 

the products and services of the organization to daily use, and oftentimes will find routine bugs 908 

and security flaws through normal usage.  Reacting to these findings helps establish and 909 

reinforce the credibility of the organization and can help generate good-will towards the brand. 910 

Purpose: PSIRT needs to build and maintain channels with the organization’s stakeholder 911 

base to convey information about product security vulnerabilities or during Incident 912 
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response events. 913 

Outcome: Good relationships with your constituency will not only confirm (or in some 914 

cases increase) revenue, but will also provide stakeholders with a voice into your 915 

product, encouraging a sense of involvement and participation in the solution. 916 

Function 1.4.1  Engage with Downstream Stakeholders 917 

Stakeholders of your products and services should have avenues to share information, 918 

opinions, and get support around how the organization handles security vulnerabilities.  919 

Proactively working with the organization's stakeholders helps provide a positive brand-920 

experience and sustain/improve stakeholder- loyalty. 921 

Purpose:  Provide methods for the organization’s downstream stakeholders to 922 

communicate with the PSIRT, and receive support for security issues.  Not reacting 923 

appropriately to stakeholder inquiries or demands could negatively impact the brand 924 

through negative public comments, loss of renewals or loss of new business. 925 

Outcome:  Downstream stakeholders should receive quick and clear guidance around 926 

security flaws. This will build levels of trust for the product and helps increase brand -927 

loyalty.  Create a positive-overall experience with the help of PSIRT and establish PSIRT 928 

expertise with stakeholders. Generally, improve the stakeholder’s view of the whole 929 

brand. 930 

Sub-Function 1.4.1.1 Provide clear lifecycle and support policies 931 

The organization should clearly and publicly describe what the stakeholder’s 932 

expectations are around the fixing of security vulnerabilities and for how long 933 

products are supported. Refer to Service Area 4 for more information.  934 

Sub-Function 1.4.1.2 Stakeholder Engagement 935 

Stakeholders of the organization's products and services will have questions, require 936 

assistance, or need remediation of reported security flaws.  The PSIRT should 937 

actively engage with stakeholder requests, provide clear and accurate guidance 938 

around security vulnerabilities, and provide risk mitigations until such time security 939 

fixes can be provided to the stakeholder. 940 

Service 1.5 Incident Communications Coordination within the Organization 941 

A security incident touches on many internal groups and, possibly including products, within 942 

the organization.  PSIRTs are a central point to coordinate vulnerability remediation efforts as 943 

well as serving as a hub for sharing information about an event to authorized internal 944 

stakeholders. 945 

Purpose: Ensure that all parties within a business have information about the status of a 946 

security vulnerability response so they can make educated decisions about the next steps 947 

to take.  Communication can take many forms (email, traditional mail, RSS feeds, social 948 
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media, etc.) but ultimately all outlets provide clear, timely, accurate information around 949 

security vulnerabilities and security incidents of concern for stakeholders. 950 

Outcome: Internal stakeholders will be apprised of the scope and impact of threats to 951 

the organization’s offerings.  Stakeholders should be informed so they can take the 952 

appropriate next steps as the security vulnerability is remediated, and as mitigations are 953 

made available. 954 

Function 1.5.1  Provide Communication Channels/Outlets 955 

To engage effectively with stakeholders, the PSIRT must provide an assortment of 956 

communication channels.  Different stakeholders may prefer certain outlets over others.  957 

The PSIRT should account for the widest possible audience as communications are 958 

crafted and released.  The PSIRT also should be equipped to intake security reports, 959 

comments, and questions from a variety of sources. 960 

 Purpose: Provide methods to stakeholders to allow communication with the PSIRT.  961 

Outcome: These channels, whether they be email, chat, web form, etc. allow internal 962 

stakeholders to communicate and share information with the PSIRT. 963 

Sub-Function 1.5.1.1 Provide clear channels on how to communicate 964 

vulnerability reports to the PSIRT 965 

Stakeholders should have avenues to submit questions, check the status of flaws, 966 

and report issues to the PSIRT.  If a stakeholder is impacted by or discovers a security 967 

vulnerability, they should easily be able to make and send a report to the PSIRT. 968 

Sub-Function 1.5.1.1.2 Provide internal communication channels 969 

To engage internal stakeholders, the PSIRT should provide communications channels 970 

to advertise the remediation status of vulnerabilities.  Internal stakeholders should 971 

be able to easily contact the PSIRT and understand what to expect from inquiries. 972 

Sub-Function 1.5.1.1.3 Provide external communication channels 973 

To engage external stakeholders, the PSIRT should provide communications 974 

channels to advertise the remediation status of vulnerabilities.  This would include 975 

vetting/qualifying activities around external communication to ensure their validity 976 

and that they get appropriately routed to internal associates. 977 

Function 1.5.2  Secure Communications Management 978 

Oftentimes the PSIRT must handle information that is considered confidential (i.e., 979 

issues that are under embargo). The PSIRT needs to be able to securely and privately 980 

communicate with finders, other organizations, or with assorted internal resources.  981 
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Abiding by the disclosure agreements and only communicating via private methods 982 

helps build confidence from finders.  Protecting the confidential vulnerability 983 

information from unauthorized parties also helps ensure the issue can be appropriately 984 

and effectively managed, per the terms of the embargo. Secure channels also can help 985 

protect the identity of finders that do not wish to be revealed.  A retention policy should 986 

be established to ensure data is properly disposed of after its use has ended. 987 

Purpose: Provide facilities for parties to privately exchange information around security 988 

vulnerabilities.  These channels provide protection of the confidentiality of the security 989 

vulnerability and that of the finder until such time they can be publicly disclosed. 990 

Outcome: Parties involved in supporting security issues can share information privately 991 

with others that have need-to-know around an issue.  Finders are more likely to come 992 

back to the organization with future reports if they feel their concerns are protected by 993 

the organization. 994 

Sub-Function 1.5.2.1 Provide secure communications channels  995 

The PSIRT should ensure that vulnerability finders and partners working on 996 

vulnerabilities impacting the organization’s offerings have private and secure 997 

methods to share information. 998 

Sub-Function 1.5.2.2 Provide secure file transfer capabilities 999 

The PSIRT should ensure that vulnerability finders and partners working on 1000 

vulnerabilities impacting the organization’s offerings have private and secure 1001 

methods to share information. 1002 

Function 1.5.3  Security Defect Tracking System Updates 1003 

The PSIRT should have access to a system of record for all product defects and be able 1004 

to create and use a system for the tracking and information- sharing around security 1005 

vulnerabilities.   Persons with a need-to-know should be able to access and update these 1006 

vulnerabilities. 1007 

Purpose:  Proper recording and tracking of security defects allows the organization to 1008 

say when and where vulnerabilities were addressed.  This defect system also allows 1009 

communication between the PSIRT, finders, and engineers actively working on solving 1010 

the problem. 1011 

Outcome:  With security vulnerabilities appropriately tracked using a system, all parties 1012 

that require access to information around a flaw can review history, progress, and 1013 

comments about it. 1014 

Sub-Function 1.5.3.1 Provide security defect tracking for vulnerability finders 1015 
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All security defects should be tracked.  Systems should be accessible (within least 1016 

privilege model) with internal and external parties to update and track progress.   1017 

External finders should receive adequate communication around the status of the 1018 

reports they have filed with the PSIRT. 1019 

Sub-Function 1.5.3.2 Provide process to intake, triage, route, and prioritize 1020 

security vulnerabilities in defect tracking system 1021 

The PSIRT should ensure that vulnerability finders and partners working on 1022 

vulnerabilities impacting the organization’s offerings have private and secure 1023 

methods to share information. 1024 

Function 1.5.4  Information Sharing and Publishing 1025 

After an issue has been addressed, the PSIRT should share it with all impacted 1026 

stakeholders.  All impacted stakeholders should understand what the security 1027 

vulnerability is, what its severity and impact are, what possible risks could be exploited, 1028 

and how to resolve the issue or mitigate it until such a time that fixes can be made 1029 

available. 1030 

 Purpose: Share details about security vulnerabilities that have been reported and 1031 

remediated.  Stakeholders should be able to receive treatment or alternative mitigations 1032 

to contain the risk until formal fixes can be provided. 1033 

Outcome: Stakeholders will be informed about security issues, how they could be 1034 

affected by them, and how they were remediated.  Stakeholders that receive timely 1035 

information and updates are more likely to view the organization positively and either 1036 

continue with the offerings they have or expand future usage of the organization. 1037 

Sub-Function 1.5.4.1 Provide multiple methods of communication for 1038 

advertisement of vulnerability remediation 1039 

Different stakeholders will prefer different methods of interaction/communication 1040 

as vulnerabilities are disclosed to the public.  The PSIRT should ensure that in 1041 

addition to traditional advisory-style updates, that other methods are used to 1042 

ensure maximum engagement and awareness from stakeholders around the 1043 

vulnerability. After vulnerabilities have been remediated, the PSIRT should use 1044 

multiple different methods to advertise the fix, and how to acquire it. 1045 

Sub-Function 1.5.4.2 Provide methods for stakeholders to provide feedback on 1046 

communications, process, and performance around vulnerability remediation 1047 

Feedback helps improve processes and response in the future.  It can highlight areas 1048 

the PSIRT is strong at, and should continue performing in areas where the PSIRT 1049 

needs to develop and improve further. 1050 
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Service 1.6 Reward Finders with Recognition & Acknowledgement 1051 

When security vulnerabilities are discovered it is expected to cite where they came from.  1052 

Acknowledging the finder helps establish their credibility within the community in addition to 1053 

expressing appreciation for partnering with the PSIRT on the flaw. 1054 

Purpose: Finders are acknowledged for their effort to disclose product vulnerability 1055 

responsibly. Finders can build up their reputation via these acknowledgements to 1056 

construct an expertise portfolio and show value to the organization. 1057 

Outcome: A positive collaboration with finders will improve product security. Finder 1058 

acknowledgement is beneficial to internal employees to build up their reputation and 1059 

show off their expertise. 1060 

Function 1.6.1 Provide Acknowledgements 1061 

Acknowledgement of the person(s) responsible for discovering a security vulnerability is 1062 

a vital element within the security vulnerability workflow.  The small expression of 1063 

gratitude builds trust and respect within the community, and shows that the 1064 

organization is responsive to security concerns.  1065 

Purpose: Finders are acknowledged for their effort to disclose product vulnerability 1066 

responsibly. Finders can build up their reputation via these acknowledgements to 1067 

construct an expertise portfolio. 1068 

Outcome: A positive collaboration with finders will improve product security. Finder 1069 

acknowledgement is beneficial to finders to build up their reputation and encourages the 1070 

finder to send future vulnerability reports to the PSIRT. 1071 

Sub-Function 1.6.1.1 Provide acknowledgements for security vulnerability 1072 

finders in defect tracking systems/release notes 1073 

Written acknowledgement of a finder’s efforts and involvement in the discovery of a 1074 

security vulnerability is the single most effective and inexpensive tool the PSIRT has 1075 

to reward these individuals.  It is traditional to include acknowledgement of the 1076 

finder(s) in security advisories and software release notes.  The PSIRT will need to 1077 

understand how internal attribution of found vulnerabilities will be communicated. 1078 

Sub-Function 1.6.1.2 Provide acknowledgements for security vulnerability 1079 

finders in public security advisories and on web properties 1080 

Written acknowledgement of a finder’s efforts and involvement in the discovery of a 1081 

security vulnerability is the single most effective and inexpensive tool the PSIRT has 1082 

to reward these individuals.  It is traditional to include acknowledgement of the 1083 

finder(s) in security advisories and software release notes and CVE text. 1084 
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Function 1.6.2  Reward Finders 1085 

To generate good-will and to encourage further sharing of research, the PSIRT can elect 1086 

to develop a program to reward or incent this good-behavior in the hopes that it will 1087 

continue and expand in the future.  1088 

Purpose:  Reward person(s) who report security flaws in the organization's products and 1089 

services.  Rewards can take many forms from electronic/physical thank you notes, to 1090 

organizational swag, to monetary gifts, or other merchandise/enticements.  The PSIRT 1091 

needs to provide transparency around the rewards given and the rules for such awards. 1092 

Outcome: This practice is designed to generate good-will toward the PSIRTs organization 1093 

and encourage future continued collaboration around security issues. 1094 

Sub-Function 1.6.2.1 Start a rewards program for vulnerability finders 1095 

The PSIRT can sponsor a rewards program designed to encourage positive behavior 1096 

in security finders.  Rewards could be monetary, corporate swag, or any number of 1097 

things a security finder might value above their acknowledgement in discovering the 1098 

issue. 1099 

Purpose:  Reward positive behavior in security finders and show that the 1100 

organization cares about solving security vulnerabilities. 1101 

Outcome: Finders will responsibly disclose vulnerability information as opposed to 1102 

publicly first. 1103 

Sub-Function 1.6.2.2 Start a monetary bug bounty 1104 

One form of a reward can be monetary compensation.  Some organizations will pay 1105 

finders that disclose vulnerability information to them. 1106 

Purpose: A monetary bug bounty provides direct monetary compensation to finders 1107 

for their effort to research and report vulnerabilities. 1108 

Outcome: Finders are compensated via monetary instruments for their effort. 1109 

Sub-function 1.6.2.3 Start a ‘Points Board’ 1110 

Another form of compensation is a “Points Board”.  This gamifies finding and 1111 

reporting security vulnerabilities, and encourages friendly competition by promoting 1112 

“leaders” and providing rankings for finders to brag over. 1113 

Service 1.7 Stakeholder Metrics 1114 

Providing details around PSIRT volume, performance, or other measurements is critical in 1115 

keeping stakeholders aware of the effectiveness of the PSIRT.  Different stakeholders will have 1116 

unique viewpoints that must be addressed with potentially differently formatted artifacts (or 1117 

views). The PSIRT must understand how each stakeholder group desires to consume this 1118 
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information.  These metrics could be Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) for the PSIRT.  Function 1119 

2.5.1 speaks to Operational Reporting the PSIRT should consider providing to ensure smooth 1120 

operations. Function 2.5.2 reviews Business Reporting that the PSIRT can consider providing to 1121 

stakeholders. 1122 

Purpose: Provide data around PSIRT measurement and performance.  This helps 1123 

stakeholders understand how effective the PSIRT is in providing a given area or service. 1124 

Outcome: By reviewing the PSIRTs metrics, stakeholders should know how effectively a 1125 

PSIRT is providing a service and be able to provide feedback to make adjustments to that 1126 

service delivery. 1127 

Function 1.7.1 Understand Stakeholder Artifact Requirements 1128 

The first step to effectively articulating how a PSIRT is delivering services is to 1129 

understand the unique viewpoints of each stakeholder group.  Some stakeholders may 1130 

be concerned about timeliness of security patches, while others may be focused on 1131 

financial dimensions of the PSIRTs operation.  Each viewpoint is valid, and requires 1132 

different artifacts to effectively communicate the desired information.  Each stakeholder 1133 

group should be polled to understand what aspects of the PSIRT they require data on, 1134 

and the best method to share that information. 1135 

Purpose: Understand what a stakeholder cares about in regard to the PSIRTs operation 1136 

and services.  Once these requirements are gathered and agreed upon, a delivery 1137 

method/medium and cadence of updates needs to be selected. 1138 

Outcome: A documented list of stakeholder artifact (report/view/dashboard) 1139 

requirements will be created for upkeep.  1140 

Sub-Function 1.7.1.1 Gather Internal Stakeholder requirements for metrics and 1141 

deliverables 1142 

 Internal stakeholders will be concerned with a specific set of data that other 1143 

stakeholders may not be.  For example, such metrics could be around performance 1144 

of the extended patch remediation team, costs, and quality. 1145 

Sub-Function 1.7.1.2 Gather External Stakeholder requirements for metrics and 1146 

deliverables 1147 

External stakeholders will be concerned with a specific set of data that other 1148 

stakeholders may not be.  Such metrics could be around time-to-deliver-from-public-1149 

notice, reissuance of patches (bad patches), or others as examples. 1150 

Function 1.7.2 Collect Stakeholder Metrics 1151 

The processes and actions required to document the requested metrics for all 1152 
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stakeholder groups.  Wherever possible, the tooling the PSIRT uses should be able to 1153 

collect and provide information about the PSIRTs processes and performance.  Ideally 1154 

metrics should be stored in a centralized location (a database, spreadsheet, or other 1155 

tool) so that historic performance can be periodically reviewed, and so that the differing 1156 

stakeholder views can be easily addressed with minimal additional labor. 1157 

Purpose: Gather, generate, aggregate, and/or collect the data points necessary to 1158 

satisfy stakeholder requirements around dimension of PSIRT performance.  This 1159 

information should be centrally stored for historical review and stakeholder reuse (i.e., 1160 

two or more stakeholder groups desire the same information). 1161 

Outcome: Desired stakeholder metrics will be collected for the creation of artifacts 1162 

(reports, view, dashboards, etc.). 1163 

Sub-Function 17.2.1 Gather stakeholder metrics 1164 

The PSIRT should create processes and methods to collect the required metrics at 1165 

the prescribed intervals (SLAs/OLAs). 1166 

Sub-Function 1.7.2.2 Store stakeholder metrics 1167 

The PSIRT will need to conduct historical analysis on performance and other trends, 1168 

so it is useful to develop a repository for this data so that it can continue to be 1169 

leveraged in the future. 1170 

Function 1.7.3 Analyze Stakeholder Metrics 1171 

Data without context is meaningless.  Incorrect assumptions can be inferred and 1172 

services may not be adjusted to meet changing business or stakeholder demands.  Once 1173 

the PSIRT has collected the required data, effort must be spent in reviewing that data 1174 

and providing necessary context around what that data means to the stakeholder. 1175 

Purpose: Understand the meaning of the data collected and provide context to the 1176 

stakeholder about what to do with the information.  Ideally the stakeholder should be 1177 

able to understand how a given Key Performance Indicator (KPI) is performing, what 1178 

factors influenced it during the reporting period, and be able to see trends in that KPI. 1179 

Outcome: Historic data will be kept and compared to current performance to identify 1180 

trends. 1181 

Sub-Function 1.7.3.1 Analyze and review metric data 1182 

Data without context is less useful.  The PSIRT should spend time and effort to 1183 

review collected data and provide context along with the metric reporting. 1184 

Sub-Function 1.7.3.2 Analyze data trends and historic performance 1185 
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As historic data is gathered, unique trends or chronic issues may be identified that 1186 

the PSIRT or its partners can address. 1187 

Sub-Function 1.7.3.3 Provide context to data so that Stakeholders can 1188 

appropriately understand what will be provided to them and provide a way to 1189 

address questions or concerns. 1190 

Function 1.7.4 Provide Stakeholder Metric Artifacts 1191 

After metrics data has been collected and analyzed it must be delivered to stakeholders 1192 

in an agreed-upon format.  This format can be referred to as an artifact, or as a view to 1193 

address a stakeholder viewpoint.  These artifacts could take the form of a web page, an 1194 

email, a more formalized report, or other method. 1195 

Purpose: Stakeholders should be given metrics data in a format they can digest to 1196 

provide insights and understanding on the PSIRT performance in delivering services.  This 1197 

data should be understandable, and have sufficient context to help the stakeholder 1198 

make decisions based off of that performance. 1199 

Outcome: Metrics will be provided to stakeholders in the appropriate format at the 1200 

agreed upon timeframes. 1201 

Sub-Function 1.7.4.1 Provide stakeholders artifacts describing required metrics 1202 

Each stakeholder has a unique viewpoint they represent.  Each viewpoint needs to 1203 

be addressed with a view of the data in the form of some reporting artifact.  These 1204 

artifacts may need to be adjusted to match differing viewpoints.  Artifacts could 1205 

include reports emailed or posted to a web page, dynamic web portal, executive 1206 

briefs, charts, graphs, or any number of other data delivery mechanisms. 1207 

Sub-Function 1.7.4.2 Review metrics data and improve processes or service 1208 

offerings as needed 1209 

One of the PSIRTs strongest goals should be to constantly improve the process of 1210 

vulnerability management.  Reviewing performance metrics and stakeholder 1211 

feedback helps the PSIRT identify areas to focus on or improve. 1212 

 1213 

 1214 

 1215 

 1216 

 1217 

 1218 
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Service Area 2 Vulnerability Discovery 1219 

               1220 

This service area describes the services and functions a PSIRT may perform to discover potential 1221 

vulnerabilities. Operation of this service area will trigger the vulnerability handling process 1222 

described in other sections of this document. Maturity of a PSIRT may be measured via the 1223 

availability and efficiency of the difference services prescribed in this service area. 1224 

Purpose: Establish processes and mechanisms to collect intelligence related to product 1225 

vulnerabilities, vulnerable third-party components or architectural weaknesses from 1226 

various sources. 1227 

Outcome: Increase situational awareness for reports and potential vulnerabilities that 1228 

require action by the stakeholders. 1229 

Service 2.1 Intake of Vulnerability Reporting 1230 

For a PSIRT the main scenario is the intake of reports affecting a stakeholder’s product. A key 1231 

element for the intake of vulnerability reports is to set-up and maintain the required 1232 

infrastructure, define and advertise contact points, and define and maintain readiness.  1233 

Purpose: Establish processes and mechanisms that will allow an entity to easily report a 1234 

vulnerability in a stakeholder’s product, and maintain readiness of the PSIRT in case of a 1235 

vulnerability report.  1236 

Outcome: PSIRT readiness for and professional intake of vulnerability reports. 1237 

Function 2.1.1 Ensure Reachability 1238 

PSIRTs must create awareness of their existence, and be available to external parties or 1239 

internal escalation paths. A clear and defined communication channel may help finders, 1240 

partners, or stakeholders report a vulnerability to PSIRTs.  1241 

Purpose: Allow an entity interested in reporting a vulnerability to easily find the required 1242 

contact information and preferred way of submission. 1243 

Outcome: Obtain higher number of reports and preclude any claims that the PSIRT was 1244 

unavailable to accept the submission of vulnerability information.  1245 

Sub-Function 2.1.1.1 Define preferred way and form of report submission 1246 
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Expect to receive vulnerabilities through various channels and of variable quality. It 1247 

is still helpful to define the best way to process a report. This can be a web form, a 1248 

public ticketing system, an e-mail address, a support hotline, or any other means of 1249 

submission.  1250 

Sub-Function 2.1.1.2 Publish contact details 1251 

The preferred contact information for the PSIRT should appear in product 1252 

documentation, advertised on the company’s web page, indexed in search engines, 1253 

registered in major CSIRT/PSIRT lists, and communicated to Common Vulnerability 1254 

Enumeration (CVE) issuing entities such as CVE Numbering Authorities (CNA) and 1255 

announced in security communities. 1256 

Sub-Function 2.1.1.3 Register common points of contact 1257 

It is helpful to reserve common terms related to PSIRT such as ‘psirt@’, ‘incidents@’ 1258 

or ‘security@’ within your company’s domain name. Such reservation will help to 1259 

direct relevant PSIRT communication to you. 1260 

Sub-Function 2.1.1.4 Connect the PSIRT within the company 1261 

Ascertain that stakeholder service (for stakeholder request or vulnerability reports), 1262 

the communications department (for media requests), as well as your product 1263 

development teams (for escalating critical internal findings) are aware of the PSIRT 1264 

and know how to contact it. 1265 

Sub-Function 2.1.1.5 Define and maintain readiness 1266 

Depending on the industry and the requirements set forth by the stakeholders, 1267 

establish on-call or follow the sun duty to maintain the necessary readiness to 1268 

respond to critical reports. 1269 

Sub-Function 2.1.1.6 Prepare for encrypted submissions 1270 

Vulnerability reports often contain sensitive information about the operational 1271 

environment and products the vulnerability was observed in. To avoid accidental 1272 

information leakage or disclosure, promote means to submit reports in an encrypted 1273 

manner, such as S/MIME or PGP protected e-mails or an HTTPS enabled web form. 1274 

Function 2.1.2 Handle Vulnerability Reports  1275 

Vulnerability reports are received from diverse sources and in various forms. Regular 1276 

monitoring of incoming communication channels and timely response to incoming 1277 

reports is crucial. Response times to external finders should be defined in a Service Level 1278 

Agreement (SLA), internal to the company. 1279 

Purpose: Provide processes and mechanisms to receive vulnerability reports from other 1280 

parts of the vendor company, stakeholders, and third parties (finders, other PSIRTs, 1281 

CSIRTs, etc.). 1282 
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Outcome: Professional handling of vulnerability reports from third parties.  1283 

Sub-Function 2.1.2.1 Monitor communication channels 1284 

Check the advertised means of contacting the PSIRT regularly, as well as other 1285 

available channels such as general-purpose e-mail inboxes or company social media 1286 

accounts. 1287 

Sub-Function 2.1.2.2 Process reports in isolation 1288 

Vulnerability reports will be investigated by the PSIRT which is therefore easy to 1289 

target through a malicious submission. Prepare policies and technical procedures to 1290 

protect the working environment from such attempts by providing means to 1291 

securely process vulnerability reports. 1292 

Sub-Function 2.1.2.3 Acknowledge reports timely 1293 

The detailed analysis of the report is often complex and time consuming, but mere 1294 

acknowledgement of the report can be quickly achieved. Prompt reaction shows the 1295 

report is taken seriously and greatly helps create a relationship of trust. Subsequent 1296 

communication throughout the handling process can be built upon this first 1297 

engagement and it shows the PSIRT is committed to comprehensible resolution. 1298 

Service 2.2 Identify Unreported Vulnerabilities  1299 

Vulnerabilities disclosed to the vendor directly or from reporting parties are straightforward to 1300 

take in. However, it is important to realize there are additional vulnerabilities that may be 1301 

disclosed via informal channels like news outlets, technical blogs, expert databases, social 1302 

media or technical publications and conferences. 1303 

Purpose: Maintain situational awareness, reduce time of detection for threats affecting 1304 

a stakeholder’s product as well as reducing the probability of full disclosures.  1305 

Outcome: Increased situational awareness in terms of security threats for a 1306 

stakeholder’s product portfolio. 1307 

Function 2.2.1 Monitor Exploit Databases 1308 

Publicly available exploit databases or commercial feeds should be monitored actively to 1309 

discover potential zero-day vulnerabilities that require investigation. A fully-functional 1310 

exploit may lead to a company’s proactive communication with its stakeholders. 1311 

Purpose: Discover vulnerabilities that were never reported via proper channels. 1312 

Outcome: Enhanced knowledge about existence of functional exploits on the market. 1313 

Function 2.2.2 Monitor Conference Programs 1314 

Relevant security conferences should be monitored to identify submissions of interest. 1315 

Although conferences often require coordinated or responsible disclosure by the 1316 

presenting party, this proves only effective for specific products. Submissions might be 1317 
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discussing broader topics such as protocol flaws that could require work of a PSIRT. If 1318 

the abstract raises questions, it is a good idea to engage with the finder at an early stage 1319 

to clarify if action needs to be taken. In addition, presence on conference and pro-active 1320 

engagement with authors can promote direct contact to the PSIRT for future research. 1321 

Purpose: Prevent surprise by any uncoordinated disclosure or identify flaws that could 1322 

directly or indirectly impact products of the stakeholders that the authors had not yet 1323 

considered. 1324 

Outcome: Opportunity to actively approach the authors before any publication to clarify 1325 

whether any products of the stakeholders are affected or whether there was a problem 1326 

in submitting a report. 1327 

Function 2.2.3 Monitor Publications by Renown Finders 1328 

Pay attention to publication by finders who have a track record of relevant publications 1329 

or extensive expertise with either the industry or specifically a company’s products and 1330 

services. Their scientific works, blogs posts, or mailing list participation may hint on 1331 

possible vulnerabilities or weaknesses that require attention. 1332 

Purpose: Maintain state of the scientific and technical knowledge on security topics 1333 

relevant for the stakeholders. 1334 

Outcome: Expertise in common threats, weaknesses, and possible countermeasures to 1335 

support the stakeholders when resolving product security issues. 1336 

Function 2.2.4 Monitor Mass Media  1337 

Especially in cases of catastrophic incidents to stakeholder installations or personnel, 1338 

the mass media often is first to pick up. Monitoring of mass media can help to detect 1339 

situations where the stakeholders of the PSIRT are potentially an important or 1340 

predominant supplier. 1341 

Purpose: Refuting a product vulnerability has contributed to the occurrence of the 1342 

incident. 1343 

Outcome: Increased readiness in the event stakeholders or the media inquire about 1344 

product vulnerabilities that could have been involved in causing the incident.  1345 

Service 2.3 Monitoring for Product Component Vulnerabilities  1346 

Vulnerabilities roughly fall into three categories: (1) vulnerabilities in a product’s very own 1347 

source code, (2) vulnerabilities in product components maintained by vendor-internal sources, 1348 

and (3) vulnerabilities in components provided by vendor-external sources (third-parties). From 1349 

a product’s perspective, (2) and (3) are external components, but vulnerabilities in these 1350 

components can ultimately impact the superseding product. Although a product owner has 1351 

only indirect control over the remediation of the underlying issue, the end-stakeholder sees 1352 

some degree of ownership over the supply chain and the remediation of the vulnerability with 1353 

regard to the affected product. This is especially the case, when the vulnerable component 1354 
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cannot be updated independently from the including product. Included open source 1355 

components are also considered third-party components. 1356 

Purpose: Identify, gather, and monitor vulnerabilities in the supply chain of a 1357 

stakeholders’ products, and notify product teams on vulnerabilities affecting their 1358 

product.  1359 

Outcome: Greater insight into an early identification of vulnerabilities inherited from the 1360 

supply chain that affect a stakeholders’ products.  1361 

Function 2.3.1     Inventory of Product Components  1362 

Keep a list of vendors, products and versions provided by external and internal parties 1363 

that are included in products. This is essential to quickly identify affected products for 1364 

inherited vulnerabilities. 1365 

Purpose: Identify products including vulnerable components that could potentially lead 1366 

to a vulnerability in the product itself. 1367 

Outcome: Completed bill of materials for all products to search for vulnerable product 1368 

components.  1369 

Function 2.3.2     Monitor Third-Party Advisories  1370 

Obtain timely information about vulnerabilities in third-party components by 1371 

subscribing to vendor advisories or establishing specific communication channels to 1372 

suppliers. Subscribe to security mailing lists for open source projects. This can be 1373 

supported by the use of vulnerability information providers. 1374 

Purpose: Identify vulnerabilities in third-party components that result in a vulnerability 1375 

of a stakeholder’s product. 1376 

Outcome: Possibly initiate the vulnerability handling process before an external report 1377 

for affected products occurs. 1378 

Function 2.3.3 Monitor Vulnerability Intelligence Sources  1379 

It might not always be possible to subscribe to vendor advisories for third-party 1380 

components. This is when the vendor does not publish advisories, the vendor went out 1381 

of business or the open source community around the component is not proactive. 1382 

Resources such as the National Vulnerability Database (NVD) or commercial intelligence 1383 

sources can help identify vulnerabilities that have not been advised. 1384 

Purpose: Identify vulnerabilities in third-party components that have not been advised. 1385 

Outcome: Greater insight into vulnerabilities that would have gone unnoticed. 1386 

Function 2.3.4 Set-up Procedures for Intake of Vendor-Internal Supply Chain 1387 

Vulnerabilities  1388 

Product components from vendor-internal sources will in most cases not issue public 1389 

advisories on resolved security issues. In order to obtain information about 1390 

vulnerabilities in the vendor-internal supply chain, set-up specific communication 1391 
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channels with such suppliers.  1392 

Purpose: Identify vulnerabilities in vendor-internal supply chain that result in a 1393 

vulnerability of a stakeholder’s product. 1394 

Outcome: Greater insight into vendor-internal supply chain vulnerabilities that would 1395 

have gone unnoticed. 1396 

Function 2.3.5 Notification of Internal Development Teams  1397 

Establish automated channels to distribute identified third-party vulnerability 1398 

notifications directly to the development teams of affected products. Often it is 1399 

sufficient to follow the instructions of the upstream vendor to fix the issue in the 1400 

downstream product. In accordance with the prioritization policy, define when 1401 

vulnerabilities should be triaged differently and escalated to PSIRT handling. The latter is 1402 

especially important if an end-stakeholder needs to take action to obtain a fixed version 1403 

of the product in order to secure operation. 1404 

Purpose: Selectively inform development teams about vulnerable dependencies and 1405 

patch information (if available) to allow fixing in the next product release. 1406 

Outcome: Reduce effort for PSIRT manual vulnerability handling as advisory information 1407 

from third-party can be processed directly in the development processes. 1408 

Service 2.4 Identifying New Vulnerabilities  1409 

A PSIRT may actively engage in internal discovery of new vulnerabilities as an opportunity to 1410 

address security issues with products with a lesser management of external relations and 1411 

potentially less coordination effort. Such activities should complement security verification 1412 

activities that are part of the SDL. PSIRT activities may include red teaming prior to product 1413 

release or in maintenance phase, as well as providing security testing tool expertise to R&D.  1414 

Purpose: Detect product vulnerabilities before external parties do. 1415 

Outcome: Expertise, procedures, and mechanisms for internal product vulnerability 1416 

discovery. 1417 

Function 2.4.1 Vulnerability Assessment 1418 

Vulnerability assessment is the practice of actively seeking to discover currently 1419 

unknown vulnerabilities. This can include a wide range of techniques and tools such as 1420 

red teaming, grey box/black box security assessments, or reverse engineering. 1421 

Purpose: Detect vulnerabilities through proactive mechanisms. 1422 

Outcome: A complementing quality assurance step to SDL security verification activities.  1423 

Sub-Function 2.4.1.1 Vulnerability assessment of products 1424 

The analysis results of a penetration tester challenging the security controls of a 1425 

product can be of great help to developers looking to improve the posture of their 1426 
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product before it is released to the market or when preparing an update.  1427 

Sub-Function 2.4.1.2 Vulnerability assessment of third-party component 1428 

For components that are obtained from third-parties, in addition to general 1429 

procurement management, confidence in the quality of the component is increased 1430 

through dedicated vulnerability assessment. Especially for critical components, this 1431 

is completive for a high quality due diligence.  1432 

Function 2.4.2 Maintain Expertise for Security Testing Tools 1433 

Both commercial entities and communities are constantly developing new security 1434 

analysis and offensive tools. The PSIRT security team should maintain up-to-date 1435 

knowledge of available tools. This is useful for conducting assessments of products, 1436 

validating findings from external finders, or the direct development teams choosing the 1437 

right tools for their internal tests. 1438 

Purpose: Provide well-prepared expert team with the skill to handle complex tools and 1439 

provide advice on the usage. 1440 

Outcome: Leverage the best tools available. 1441 

Sub-Function 2.4.2.1 Training of PSIRT staff on security testing tools 1442 

Training of staff is a key element of maintaining up-to-date knowledge of available 1443 

security testing tools. Service 6.3 Secure Validation elaborates on PSIRT staff training 1444 

in more detail.  1445 

Service 2.5 Vulnerability Discovery Metrics 1446 

Providing details around PSIRT volume, performance, or other measurements is critical to keep 1447 

stakeholders aware of the effectiveness of the PSIRT (also see Operational Foundation Section 1448 

10: Evaluation and Improvements).  Different stakeholders will have unique viewpoints that 1449 

must be addressed with potentially differently formatted artifacts (or views).  The PSIRT must 1450 

understand how each stakeholder group desires to consume this information.  These metrics 1451 

could be KPIs for the PSIRT. 1452 

Purpose: Provide data around PSIRT measurement and performance.  This helps 1453 

stakeholders understand how effective the PSIRT is in providing a given area or service. 1454 

Outcome: By reviewing the PSIRTs metrics, stakeholders should know how effectively a 1455 

PSIRT is providing a service and be able to provide feedback to make adjustments to that 1456 

service delivery. 1457 

Function 2.5.1 Operational Reports 1458 

Operational reports provide information on the volume as well as the types of 1459 

vulnerabilities being discovered.  These reports may be published on a regular basis 1460 

internally within the PSIRT as well as with internal stakeholders.  1461 
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Purpose: Collect data regularly for general reporting. 1462 

Outcome: Determine areas requiring analysis, resource, improvement. 1463 

Sub-function 2.5.1.1 Total of discovered vulnerabilities vs. confirmed  1464 

This data helps capture the volume that a PSIRT handles from a resource 1465 

perspective. This data may be broken down to business unit level, product type, or 1466 

specific products.  1467 

Sub-function 2.5.1.2    Total of confirmed vulnerabilities broken down by third-1468 

party component  1469 

This data helps capture the risk associated with embedded specific third-party 1470 

components. 1471 

Sub-function 2.5.1.3  Total confirmed vulnerabilities broken down by CWE  1472 

This data can be fed upstream to the Security Development Lifecycle and impact 1473 

Training and Education. This data may be broken down to business unit level, 1474 

product type, or specific products.  1475 

Sub-function 2.5.1.4  Total discovered vulnerabilities broken down by 1476 

vulnerability discovery approach  1477 

This data helps identify easy-to-spot vulnerabilities and can be fed upstream to the 1478 

Security Development Lifecycle. This data may be broken down to business unit 1479 

level, product type, or specific products.  1480 

Sub-function 2.5.1.5  Total discovered vulnerabilities broken down by source  1481 

This data helps describe how well-known the PSIRT is.  1482 

Function 2.5.2 Business Reports 1483 

Business reports provide information on the vulnerability response health of an 1484 

organization as it relates to handling and responding to security vulnerabilities.  1485 

Purpose: Establish metrics to define organization’s definition of success and collect data 1486 

regularly for management reporting to identify risks.  1487 

Outcome: Dashboard highlighting successes and opportunities for improvement  1488 

Sub-function 2.5.2.1  On-time response rate  1489 

This data captures how well the PSIRT is doing in time for initial response to 1490 

vulnerability reports within the respective SLA timeframes. 1491 

Sub-function 2.5.2.2  Total down time of PSIRT communication channels  1492 

This data captures if the PSIRT communication channels were available as defined in 1493 

SLA. 1494 
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Sub-function 2.5.2.3  Time to triage rate  1495 

This measures the time from initial report intake to completion of triage activities. 1496 

This data captures the performance and/or workload of PSIRT staff. 1497 

Sub-function 2.5.2.4  Number of full disclosures, vulnerabilities exploited in the 1498 

wild and vulnerabilities identified through media 1499 

This data captures the risk to a stakeholders’ products. 1500 

1501 
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Service Area 3 Vulnerability triage and analysis 1502 

                          1503 

Vulnerability intake and triage commence the case management function of a PSIRT. While the 1504 

order of operations is very similar among PSIRTs, there are variations within, such the exact 1505 

point of when a ‘case’ is created or the personnel performing different functions within a case. 1506 

Where organizations receive a high volume of vulnerability reports, they may consider 1507 

performing initial triage to validate reports before cases are created. In contrast, in 1508 

organizations where the volume of vulnerability reports is low, a case may be made created 1509 

before triage. The ultimate goal among PSIRT is to create an efficient and defined process. 1510 

Purpose: Define how vulnerability reports will be triaged. 1511 

Outcome: Establish process across the PSIRT and related engineering teams. 1512 

Service 3.1 Vulnerability Qualification 1513 

Organizations define an appropriate qualification criteria to the type and scope of issues it is 1514 

willing to address. Such qualification criteria will help to set the security baseline and help with 1515 

triaging incoming vulnerability reports effectively. Further, the organization should define the 1516 

difference between a security “vulnerability” and a security “issue” to make it clear which issue 1517 

types go into the vulnerability patching process. For example, a security vulnerability might be 1518 

defined as an exploitable condition where a security issue might be defined as a method of 1519 

bypassing a security mitigation.  1520 

Function 3.1.1 Quality gate and Bug bars  1521 

Quality gate and bug bars are used to establish minimum acceptable levels of security 1522 

quality, and prioritization criteria for security vulnerabilities. Defining these criteria 1523 

before products are released provides transparency to the vulnerability handling 1524 

process by pre-determining what the PSIRT will qualify as a product vulnerability that 1525 

should be remediated.  1526 

Purpose: Define clear minimum standards and prioritization criteria to provide 1527 

transparency to internal and external stakeholders. 1528 

Outcome: Provide clear expectations to engineers and finders alike on what constitutes a 1529 

vulnerability. Further prioritization criteria will mitigate confusion and disputes in 1530 

managing the vulnerability lifecycle – from initial triage to patch communication. 1531 

Sub-Function 3.1.1.1 Document product security vulnerability definitions 1532 

The quality gate or bug bar should be documented, stored in a central location, and 1533 

be part of the standard training for developers/engineers. 1534 
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Sub-Function 3.1.1.2 Engage with product development teams 1535 

In the event that there are multiple products and product development teams 1536 

within an organization, engaging across all of them to standardize the definition of a 1537 

product security vulnerability is critically important.  1538 

Function 3.1.2 Continuous improvement 1539 

A mature PSIRT should adopt the mindset of continuous improvement to revise its 1540 

qualification criteria where appropriate to reflect preceding experience, industry best-1541 

practices, product changes, and stakeholder feedback. It is important to communicate 1542 

changes to internal and external stakeholders to manage their expectations.   1543 

Purpose: Recognize that the qualification criteria are subject to revision. The dynamics 1544 

surrounding PSIRT such as stakeholder expectations, industry trends, or the volume of 1545 

incoming vulnerabilities will likely lead to frequent adjustments.  1546 

Outcome: A fluid vulnerability qualification criteria will lead to an efficient vulnerability 1547 

qualification practice. 1548 

Sub-Function 3.1.2.1 Collect data 1549 

Collect data on the triage process including number of incoming reports, how many 1550 

qualify as a vulnerability, how many do not qualify, and any discrepancies 1551 

encountered. 1552 

Purpose: Drive improvements based on data. 1553 

Outcome: Changes to quality gates and bug bars are data driven. 1554 

Service 3.2 Established Finders 1555 

 As an organization’s PSIRT matures, the team may notice a group of habitual finders 1556 

responsible for reporting an above-normal volume of vulnerabilities. It is recommended to 1557 

consider the finder’s reputation and historical high quality of submissions, that some functions 1558 

be bypassed such as qualification and triage to move directly to root cause analysis and 1559 

remediation development. This may help to improve process efficiency and foster finder 1560 

relationships.  1561 

Purpose: Understand the research community and who most commonly reports 1562 

vulnerabilities in your products and services and consider immediate escalation of 1563 

reports from highly trusted finders. 1564 

Outcome: Reduce response time for high quality finders. 1565 

Function 3.2.1  Finder Database 1566 

Develop and maintain a database of individuals and organizations who have reported 1567 

vulnerabilities to you in order to track history, outcomes, and any other case handling 1568 
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considerations for that finder. 1569 

Purpose: Improve the efficiency of the triage process and foster better relations with 1570 

finders who have a track record for quality submissions. 1571 

Outcome: Reports from qualified finders move through the system faster. Finders are 1572 

satisfied with outcomes and remediation is produced before any potential public 1573 

disclosure timelines. 1574 

Function 3.2.2  Accelerated Handling for Established Finders 1575 

Some finders may be prolific or consistent (vetted/credibility) in finding and reporting 1576 

software bugs in your products or services. They may for example use custom fuzzing 1577 

tools and report crashes without a specific write up or proof of concept. When the 1578 

finder is well known to you and you have determined that the majority of the issues 1579 

they report will be fixed, consider skipping the qualification/vetting process all together 1580 

and moving straight to remediation.   1581 

Purpose: Improve the efficiency of the triage process and foster better relations with 1582 

finders who have a track record for quality submissions. 1583 

Outcome: Reports from qualified finders move through the system faster. Finders are 1584 

satisfied with outcomes and remediation is produced before any potential public 1585 

disclosure timelines. 1586 

Function 3.2.3  Finder Profile 1587 

Consider building profiles on finders to inform handlers how to best work with them. 1588 

Profiles might contain things such as geographic location, languages spoken, 1589 

conferences they have presented at, methodologies used to find vulnerabilities, 1590 

products/technologies they typically focus on, do they practice coordinated vulnerability 1591 

disclosure, do they like to present their findings at conferences, do you pay them 1592 

bounties or have you offered other incentives, etc. Consult with legal and/or compliance 1593 

teams to determine what information can be collected and how long it can be kept.  1594 

Purpose: Get to know the people who find vulnerabilities in your products. 1595 

Outcome: Handling can be tailored for a specific finder for the most positive outcomes. 1596 

Function 3.2.4  Defining Finder Report Quality 1597 

Organizations may want to consider defining and publishing guidelines for what 1598 

constitutes a minimum quality vulnerability report in order to provide finders guidance 1599 

on the type of information you need to quickly assess their report. A baseline might 1600 

include, but not be limited to, a write up, reproduction steps, platform(s) tested on, and 1601 

proof of concept.   1602 

Purpose: Provide guidelines to finders on the baseline for a quality vulnerability report. 1603 
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Outcome: Back and forth between the vendor and finder is minimized and the vendor 1604 

can focus quickly on a fix plan. 1605 

Service 3.3 Vulnerability Reproduction 1606 

Beyond qualification, unless otherwise specified, PSIRT needs to ensure the finder’s report is 1607 

reproducible to validate and understand the conditions which lead to the vulnerable state. 1608 

Purpose: Provide the tools and environment for qualifying vulnerability reports.  1609 

Outcome: Efficient, safe, and secure vulnerability report validation. 1610 

Function 3.3.1 Establish Service Level Agreement for Vulnerability Reproduction 1611 

A PSIRT may not have sufficient technical expertise to reproduce all incoming 1612 

vulnerabilities. PSIRTs may need to consult, work with, or rely on expertise within the 1613 

product development or other teams so it is important to have clear aligned and defined 1614 

agreement to ensure the needed expertise is readily available. Ideally a dedicated full 1615 

and/or part time resources is recommended. However, if due to budget constraints this 1616 

is not possible, at a minimum, subject matter experts should be pre-identified as part of 1617 

the PSIRT plan who can serve on short notice for limited periods of time in case of an 1618 

incident.   1619 

Purpose: Recognize the PSIRT does not have technical expertise to reproduce all 1620 

incoming vulnerabilities.  1621 

Outcome: Prior internal alignment will ensure expertise is readily available on short 1622 

notice to help reproduce vulnerabilities. 1623 

Function 3.3.2 Reproduction Test Environment 1624 

A dedicated test environment should be set up for PSIRT or dedicated team to 1625 

reproduce the vulnerability. The test environment should be isolated, to avoid malicious 1626 

activities and logging in validating a finder’s report. Where appropriate, a dedicated 1627 

network environment, simulations, or virtualization can be used to create a safe 1628 

environment.   1629 

Purpose: Create a safe environment to allow inspection and reproduction of 1630 

vulnerabilities. 1631 

Outcome: A well-deployed reproduction test environment will help to process and qualify 1632 

vulnerabilities efficiently, while limiting the vulnerability to the scope of the test 1633 

environment.  1634 

Function 3.3.3 Reproduction Tools 1635 

Teams engaged in reproducing reported vulnerabilities need to have tools and updated 1636 

product licenses at their disposal to perform these operations (e.g., a debugger).   1637 

Purpose: Ensure reproduction teams have the tools they need. 1638 

Outcome: Assure reproduction of reported vulnerabilities is as efficient as possible.  1639 
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Function 3.3.4 Vulnerability Storage 1640 

Given the sensitive nature of vulnerability reports, every effort should be taken to 1641 

safeguard them. If possible, this information, including any proof of concept files, etc., 1642 

should be stored on a separate network that is limited to only those who need access 1643 

using multi-factor authentication.   1644 

Purpose: Keep sensitive and potentially damaging vulnerability information secure. 1645 

Outcome: Sensitive information is kept secure with limited access and is not susceptible 1646 

to a compromise of the organization's primary network.  1647 

Function 3.3.5 Affected Products 1648 

During reproduction, the team doing the analysis should work to determine which 1649 

products are affected and if any variants of the vulnerability exist.  See also Product 1650 

Lifecycle Management section 4.1.1.  1651 

Purpose: Gain a complete understanding and scope of the vulnerability across products. 1652 

Outcome: Fixes for the vulnerability are comprehensive across supported products.  1653 

  1654 
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Service Area 4 Remediation 1655 

                1656 

This service area captures the different services required to deliver and announce security fixes 1657 

to both stakeholders and downstream vendors.  The delivery mechanism for a remediation 1658 

should be determined based on impact of the vulnerability to stakeholders when exploited.  1659 

Processes should be established to ensure that security fixes are delivered on a predictable 1660 

schedule so both stakeholders and downstream vendors can plan accordingly for the test and 1661 

deployment of these security fixes. 1662 

Purpose: Highlight the processes and mechanisms required to release and announce 1663 

security fixes to stakeholders and downstream vendors. 1664 

Outcome: Enable stakeholders and downstream vendors to plan accordingly for security 1665 

fixes.  1666 

         1667 
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Service 4.1 Security Patch Release Management Plan  1668 

This service focuses on providing guidance around how the vendor plans to establish a cadence 1669 

for releasing security fixes for supported product versions in the market. Stakeholders, 1670 

especially in the enterprise space, need to plan for the deployment of security fixes. Some 1671 

deployments, like cloud, may have automatic updates or a different patch management policy.  1672 

Purpose: Educate constituency on what products will be supported, mechanisms for 1673 

delivering security fixes as well as the cadence in which they will be delivered.  1674 

Outcome: Stakeholder will be able to plan in advance for deployment of security fixes. 1675 

Function 4.1.1 Product Lifecycle Management 1676 

Companies may have different support policies and agreements with stakeholders.  Based 1677 

on these factors, a PSIRT may partner with business units/lines of businesses and 1678 

stakeholder support to determine how and if, they will support products which have 1679 

fallen out of the support scope or support obligations. This could depend on the severity 1680 

of the vulnerability and may involve inputs from business units/lines of businesses and 1681 

stakeholder support. 1682 

Purpose: Provides a clear policy to product teams on how an organization will support 1683 

products with security vulnerabilities.   1684 

Outcome: Clear policy on what the business unit/line of business expectations is in 1685 

delivering security fixes for those types of products. 1686 

Sub-Function 4.1.1.1 Build a product inventory of all the products released to 1687 

market to ensure all supported applicable products are assessed and remediated. 1688 

Sub-Function 4.1.1.2 Understand the different types of product support models 1689 

including paid services, extended warranties, maintenance agreements or contracts 1690 

with specific stakeholders.    1691 

Sub-Function 4.1.1.3 Identify at what point a product is no longer supported 1692 

within the product lifecycle.   1693 

Function 4.1.2  Method of Delivery 1694 

PSIRTs may partner with product teams and stakeholder support to identify the 1695 

different options for delivering security fixes to stakeholders.  The criteria for 1696 

determining when to deploy a security fix through the means identified should also be 1697 

developed.   1698 

Purpose: Maintain a consistent mechanism to deliver remediated vulnerabilities based 1699 

on a set of conditions.  1700 

Outcome: Stakeholders can plan and easily deploy security fixes. 1701 

Sub-function 4.1.2.1 Understand the different content types for packaging a 1702 

security fix such as RPM.  1703 
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Sub-function 4.1.2.2 Understand the different mechanisms for delivering 1704 

security fixes such as hot fix, patch, maintenance releases and how to distribute fixes 1705 

securely. 1706 

Sub-function 4.1.2.3 Identify across the different products how the security 1707 

updates can be deployed for example remotely, customer installable, automatic 1708 

updates or requires onsite.  1709 

Function 4.1.3 Delivery Cadence 1710 

Stakeholders and downstream vendors need to plan for security fixes so that they can 1711 

maintain the security posture of their environment. By setting a cadence for when 1712 

security updates will be delivered, this will enable stakeholders to schedule and plan 1713 

resources for the necessary updates to their environments. 1714 

Purpose: Maintain a consistent cadence for when security updates are released to 1715 

stakeholders. 1716 

Outcome: Stakeholders can plan and deploy the security updates. 1717 

Sub-function 4.1.3.1 Partner with product management teams and release 1718 

management to determine the cadence for when security fixes should be delivered 1719 

Some security fixes are integrated in as part of a feature release and will be aligned 1720 

to those release schedules. While others may require an emergency fix which is 1721 

considered an out of band release. 1722 

Sub-function 4.1.3.2 Identify and document the exceptions for when a fix 1723 

would not be delivered through the normal cadence.  1724 

Service 4.2 Remediation 1725 

This service relates to the management of reported vulnerabilities by finders and includes the 1726 

response analysis as well as mitigation, and defines which versions will be remediated and may 1727 

take into consideration how the remedy will be delivered. It may also consider any workarounds 1728 

that can be immediately applied by the stakeholder prior to the security fix being delivered. 1729 

Purpose: Provide processes and best practices for delivering a remedy to a stakeholder 1730 

based on the affected product(s), version(s) and stakeholders impacted. 1731 

Outcome: A security fix that is compatible with impacted products and stakeholder 1732 

needs. 1733 

Function 4.2.1 Analysis 1734 

The impacted product may include a single software application, firmware or multiple 1735 

hardware programs with different versions of software or firmware.  A number of 1736 

parameters need to be considered when crafting a remediation plan to ensure that your 1737 

stakeholder needs are met. 1738 

Purpose: Determine affected product(s), versions and stakeholders. 1739 
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Outcome: A security fix that is compatible with impacted products and stakeholder 1740 

needs. 1741 

Sub-Function 4.2.1.1 Validate the vulnerability report or incident against the 1742 

quality gate or bug bar 1743 

See Function 3.1.1 in the Vulnerability /Triage Service Area.  1744 

Sub-function 4.2. 1.2 Identify affected products, versions and stakeholders as 1745 

well as any variants that may need to be fixed at the same time. 1746 

Sub-function 4.2.1.3 Review the support agreements and models associated 1747 

with affected product versions 1748 

Refer to Sub-Function 4.1.1.2 in Function 4.1.1 Product Lifecycle Management. 1749 

Sub-function 4.2.1.4 Root cause analysis  1750 

 Understand the design or implementation flaw that caused the vulnerability. 1751 

Sub-function 4.2.1.5 Determine the mechanism for rejecting a vulnerability 1752 

For example, a vulnerability may be a false positive or security design flaw. 1753 

Sub-function 4.2.1.6 Remediation analysis 1754 

Determine the means to mitigate or remediate the risks created as a result of the 1755 

vulnerability.  1756 

Sub-function 4.2.1.7 Identify if there are any workarounds that can be 1757 

implemented to mitigate the vulnerability while a fix is under development. 1758 

Sub-function 4.2.1.8 Identify any exceptions where a vulnerability cannot be 1759 

remediated 1760 

Refer to Function 4.2.4 Risk Management Process. 1761 

Function 4.2.2 Remedy Resolution 1762 

Prior to releasing a security fix for a reported vulnerability, it needs to be validated by a 1763 

quality assurance (QA) engineer and if applicable, the finder who reported the 1764 

vulnerability. This describes the process and mechanisms for validating the remedy 1765 

internally as well as partnering with the finder to validate and sign off on the remedy. 1766 

Purpose: Provide a process and a mechanism to validate the remedy internally as well as 1767 

partnering with the finder to sign off on the remedy, if applicable. 1768 

Outcome: Internal and/or external finder approval of the remedy that will be released. 1769 

Sub-function 4.2.2.1 Validate to ensure all instances of the reported 1770 

vulnerability have been remediated across all affected product versions. 1771 

Sub-function 4.2.2.3 Obtain signoff of the remedy by the responsible QA 1772 
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engineer or team.  Remedy validation should be integrated into the standard 1773 

testing/QA practice.    1774 

Sub-function 4.2.2.4 Partner with third-party finder or stakeholder to sign off 1775 

on remedy. 1776 

Function 4.2.3 Remedy Delivery 1777 

As part of releasing a security fix for a reported vulnerability, the fix needs to be made 1778 

available at the same time as the disclosure. Key stakeholders across the industry 1779 

including the finder need to be kept informed.  This describes the process and 1780 

mechanism for coordinating the remedy and disclosure.  1781 

Purpose: The security fix is released at the same time as the disclosure and stakeholders 1782 

are informed. 1783 

Outcome: Deliver security fix along with the disclosure to stakeholders. 1784 

Sub-function 4.2.3.1 Disclosure type 1785 

Determine the preferred mechanism for disclosing the vulnerability. This may be 1786 

based on severity or type of vulnerability. 1787 

Sub-function 4.2.3.2 Coordinate the disclosure, if applicable. 1788 

Sub-function 4.2.3.3 Partner with stakeholder support or other stakeholders to 1789 

post the remedy to web portal, stakeholder support site or Release to 1790 

Manufacturing (RTM) as examples. 1791 

Sub-function 4.2.3.4 Partner with stakeholder support or stakeholders to 1792 

release the disclosure of the reported vulnerability. 1793 

Function 4.2.4 Risk Management  1794 

It is a PSIRT responsibility to provide stakeholders with sufficient information so they are 1795 

able to evaluate the risks to their systems resulting from vulnerabilities in their system 1796 

and in the products the PSIRT organization supports.  Risk management assessments 1797 

should be conducted across the organization when a vulnerability is not remediated 1798 

within a specific timeframe (per SLAs) or not remediated within a product. This includes 1799 

having a transparent mechanism to quantify the risk as well as escalating up to, the 1800 

appropriate stakeholders included in the organization’s Risk Register. 1801 

Purpose: Define a process for formal risk acceptance for any vulnerabilities not 1802 

remediated within the internal SLAs time requirements. 1803 

Outcome: Transparency across the organization on the risks and assurance that the risks 1804 

are appropriately escalated and acknowledged. 1805 

Sub-function 4.2.4.1 Identify which roles have the authority to accept the risk, 1806 

for example Chief Information Security Office (CISO) /Chief Security Office (CSO) or 1807 

Risk Manager, and which roles should be informed of the risk.  1808 

Sub-function 4.2.4.2 Define risk management practices for handling and 1809 
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responding to risks within the organization including the set of conditions which 1810 

would trigger the process. 1811 

Sub-function 4.2.4.3 Assess and quantify risks by conducting an assessment of 1812 

the risks to understand the threat and impacts to the business.  1813 

Sub-function 4.2.4.4 Document the risk in the risk register 1814 

Assist the CSO, Risk Manager or other stakeholders in tracking both status of risk 1815 

evaluation and subsequently implementing recommendations. 1816 

Sub-function 4.2.4.5 Recommendations 1817 

Update risk register with the findings and recommendations.  1818 

Service 4.3 Incident Handling 1819 

The PSIRT needs to have a mechanism to expedite remediation time to address “critical 1820 

vulnerabilities” which can be defined as active exploits in the wild, zero day, and in cases of 1821 

public disclosure. This service provides guidance for the incident as well as alerting stakeholders 1822 

and coordinating activities associated with the response, mitigation, and recovery of an incident 1823 

to reduce the time from report to delivery of the security fix. 1824 

Purpose: Develop a plan to manage critical vulnerabilities and develop the ability to 1825 

mobilize all the resources required to address them. 1826 

Outcome: Delivery of emergency fixes for pending or public disclosure of a vulnerability 1827 

or other situation where stakeholders may be a risk and quick action is required. 1828 

Function 4.3.1 Establish Situation Room 1829 

When incident management is required, establish a situation room including PSIRT, 1830 

Legal, Communications, Development, Stakeholder Support, Supplier and other roles as 1831 

needed.  This can be a physical location or virtual as long as all parties are available to 1832 

respond as needed in a secure manner. Typically, both physical and remote options are 1833 

necessary to ensure stakeholder attendance. Resources should be identified ahead of 1834 

time in order to adequately support the incident management process. 1835 

Purpose: Ensure stakeholders are available to answer questions and provide direction. 1836 

Assure the appropriate resources have been assigned to manage the incident. 1837 

Outcome: Organize vetted resources.  1838 

Sub-function 4.3.1.1 Identify resources required to handle and manage the 1839 

incident  1840 

Resources may include meeting rooms, private lines and additional man-power. For 1841 

long-term incident handling, food and accommodations should be considered.  1842 

Sub-function 4.3.1.2 Identify all key stakeholders required to participate in 1843 

handling the incident as part of your incident response plan 1844 
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This may be Communications, Developer leads, Legal as examples.  See Service 1.1 1845 

Internal Stakeholder Management and Service 1.5 Incident Communications. 1846 

Sub-function 4.3.1.3 Assign clear roles and responsibilities to manage the 1847 

incident 1848 

Personnel must know their roles and order of operations when a response is 1849 

needed.  Training and tabletop exercises should be conducted to prepare key 1850 

response participants. 1851 

Function 4.3.2  Incident Management 1852 

When an incident is declared, the main focus of the PSIRT in partnership with their 1853 

stakeholders is to reduce the impact of the incident and work to restore the business 1854 

function of a product as well as their stakeholders.   1855 

Purpose: Create a playbook and execute a plan to contain the incident. 1856 

Outcome: Restore operations back to the product teams as well as stakeholders as soon 1857 

as possible. 1858 

Sub-function 4.3.2.1 Information collection 1859 

Intake, cataloging, and storage of information related to the incident. 1860 

Sub-function 4.3.2.2 Incident handling is dependent upon analysis activities, 1861 

which are defined in the “Analysis” section. 1862 

Sub-function 4.3.2.3 Response 1863 

Services related to reducing the impact of an incident and working to restore 1864 

business functions within the constituency. 1865 

Sub-function 4.3.2.4 Incident tracking 1866 

Documenting information about actions taken to resolve an incident, including 1867 

critical information collected, analysis performed, remediation and mitigation steps 1868 

taken, closure and resolution.  1869 

Sub-function 4.3.2.5 Incident post-mortem process 1870 

Action to review to identify improvements to processes, policies, procedures, 1871 

resources, and tools to help mitigate and prevent future compromise.  1872 

Function 4.3.3 Communication Plan 1873 

All stakeholders and action owners must know the latest plans and progress to keep on 1874 

track.  Engage management as needed to break down any barriers that may impede 1875 

open collaborative communication during an incident. 1876 

Purpose: Develop a communication plan and designate a central point of contact for the 1877 

incident to keep everyone up to date on latest developments. 1878 
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Outcome: Organize vetted communication. 1879 

Sub-function 4.3.3.1 Publication of information to internal stakeholders 1880 

Management of lists used to distribute announcements, alerts, data feeds or other 1881 

publications for situational awareness. 1882 

Sub-function 4.3.3.2 Public relations are well managed and coordinated 1883 

Ensure information is disseminated to the media and stakeholders, but only through 1884 

authorized organizational channels.  This includes social media postings.  1885 

Sub-function 4.3.3.3 Recovery activities are communicated to internal 1886 

stakeholders, executives, and management teams. 1887 

Sub-function 4.2.3.4 Incident postmortem briefings are conducted by PSIRT and 1888 

feedback is collected to improve incident response as well as SDL activities (what 1889 

SDL activity could have or should have prevented the issue in the first place?). 1890 

Service 4.4 Vulnerability Release Metrics 1891 

Data to be collected should include, but may be limited to, issue volume, classification, fix time, 1892 

affected products or services 1893 

Purpose: Collect data regularly for management reporting. 1894 

Outcome: Determine areas requiring analysis, resource, improvement. 1895 

Function 4.4.1 Operational Reports 1896 

Operational reports provide information on the volume as well as the types of 1897 

vulnerabilities being reported and confirmed across the different products and versions. 1898 

These reports should be published at least on a regular basis internally within the PSIRT 1899 

as well as with internal stakeholders.  1900 

Purpose: Collect data regularly for general reporting 1901 

Outcome: Determine areas requiring analysis, resource, improvement 1902 

Sub-function 4.4.1.1 Total number of vulnerabilities reported versus confirmed 1903 

(by product/business units) 1904 

This data helps capture the volume that a PSIRT handles from a resource 1905 

perspective.  1906 

Sub-function 4.4.1.2  Total confirmed vulnerabilities broken down by third-party 1907 

component 1908 

This data helps capture the risk associated with embedded specific third-party 1909 

components. 1910 

Sub-function 4.4.1.3 Total confirmed vulnerabilities broken down by CWE (by 1911 
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product/BU) 1912 

This data can be fed upstream to the Security Development Lifecycle and impact 1913 

Training and Education. 1914 

Function 4.4.2 Business Reports 1915 

Business reports provide information on the health of the vulnerability response 1916 

capability of an organization. 1917 

Purpose: Establish measurements of the organization's level of success in meeting the 1918 

time bound commitments made in the SLAs. Regularly collect, analyze and disseminate 1919 

data which measures the level of achievement of those goals. 1920 

Outcome: Creation of a dashboard highlights the successes and opportunities for 1921 

improvement. 1922 

Sub-function 4.4.2.1 On-time impact assessment 1923 

This metric captures how well product teams are doing in completing impact 1924 

assessments within the respective impact assessment SLA timeframes. 1925 

Sub-function 4.4.2.2 On-time fix plan 1926 

This metric captures how well product teams are doing in providing a fix plan within 1927 

the specified SLA. 1928 

Sub-function 4.4.2.3 Remediation Tracking  1929 

This metric captures how well product teams are doing in providing a fix within the 1930 

specified SLA timeframes. 1931 

Sub-function 4.4.2.4 On-time remediation rate 1932 

This metric captures how well product teams are doing in meeting the overall 1933 

objectives or agreements for delivering a fix from time of report to delivery of a fix. 1934 

This can be broken down by severity or by vulnerability type (product line, type of 1935 

vulnerability). 1936 

Sub-function 4.4.2.5 Number of incidents 1937 

This data captures the risk to the organization. 1938 

 1939 

 1940 

 1941 

 1942 

 1943 

 1944 
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Service Area 5 Vulnerability Disclosure  1945 

                  1946 

It is important to create a transparent and collaborative environment where vendors, 1947 

coordinators and finders can share information with their stakeholders and each other and 1948 

negotiate mutually agreeable disclosure plans.  By partnering in this way, the primary needs of 1949 

resolving vulnerabilities, protecting stakeholders and acknowledging finders can be 1950 

achieved.  The vendor should publish their vulnerability disclosure policy so it can be referenced 1951 

by coordinators, and by other vendors as well as finders. 1952 

Purpose: Provide transparency to stakeholders and partners through collaboration with 1953 

finders, coordinators and downstream vendors to responsibly disclose vulnerabilities and 1954 

fixes. 1955 

Outcome: Increased trust, collaboration and control of the disclosure. 1956 

 1957 

Be able to understand the flow through the disclosure process and how it interacts with the 1958 

different services throughout the PSIRT Framework.      1959 

                                                                         1960 

Finder

Vendor

Coordinator

S5.1 Notification

SA2 Vulnerability Discovery

SA3 Vulnerability Triage & 
Analysis

SA4 Remediation

Notifies

S 5.2 Coordination

S5.3 Disclosure

S 5.2 Coordination

S1.6 Reward Finders with Recognition & 
Acknowledgement

S1.3 Community and Organizational 
Engagement

S1.4 Downstream Stakeholder Management
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Service 5.1 Notification 1961 

This service involves determining the appropriate notification process to provide timely 1962 

information about mitigation strategy, fixes, and workarounds to stakeholders so they are kept 1963 

informed and can plan accordingly. In some cases, contractual agreements may exist between 1964 

vendors and an upstream vendor which would require the upstream vendor to notify the 1965 

vendor of any policy disclosed vulnerabilities or known incidents. The intent of the notification 1966 

process is to ensure that all stakeholders and vendors can understand and manage the risk 1967 

imposed by the vulnerability. 1968 

Purpose: Provide transparency to vendors and finders through collaboration. 1969 

Outcome: Increase trust and collaboration with finders.  1970 

Function 5.1.1    Intermediate Vendor (Downstream Vendor) 1971 

An intermediate vendor such as an OEM or partner may develop and/or produce a part, 1972 

subsystem or software that is used in another vendor’s end product. In such instances, 1973 

their PSIRT should make arrangements to share vulnerability information with their 1974 

vendors.  They should be conscious of the vulnerability handling policy of the different 1975 

vendors. Sometimes these expectations are captured in a contractual agreement. The 1976 

timeline for fix release and disclosure should be negotiated as soon as possible. 1977 

Purpose: Create environment of collaboration and clear expectations between OEM and 1978 

partners and other vendors. 1979 

Outcome: Increase trust, collaboration and control of the disclosure between all parties 1980 

involved. 1981 
 1982 

Sub-function 5.1.1.1    PSIRTs may learn of vulnerabilities reported by their 1983 

stakeholders and should notify the intermediate vendor PSIRT of those 1984 

vulnerabilities. 1985 

Sub-function 5.1.1.2    An intermediate vendor who supplies components or tools to 1986 

a vendor may learn of vulnerabilities reported directly to them and should notify 1987 

their vendor PSIRTs. 1988 

Sub-function 5.1.1.3   PSIRTs should identify all of their intermediate vendors and 1989 

consider partnering with legal to ensure that clauses are added to contractual 1990 

agreements to ensure a timely response on vulnerabilities. 1991 

Sub-function 5.1.1.4   Vendor PSIRTs may inform their stakeholders especially if the 1992 

intermediate vendor is not able to or takes a considerable time in remediating the 1993 

vulnerability. Some cases, a vendor PSIRT, may apply a tiered- notification process 1994 

and notify those stakeholders which would be impacted the most by the given 1995 

vulnerability. 1996 

Function 5.1.2    Coordinators 1997 

A coordinator may be asked by a PSIRT to partake in notifying other vendors as well as 1998 

coordinating the timing of release for their advisories especially if multiple vendors are 1999 

involved. Coordinators such as CERT or third-party coordinators provide value by getting 2000 
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a multitude of different organizations to partner and collaborate on addressing a 2001 

vulnerability. 2002 

Purpose: Coordinators may be asked to step in and assist PSIRTs organization in both 2003 

notifying and collaborating on the vulnerability with all vendors. 2004 

Outcome: Increased trust, collaboration, and control of the disclosure between all 2005 

parties involved. 2006 

 2007 

Sub-function 5.1.2.1    Document and understand the different coordinators based 2008 

on vulnerability disclosure policy. 2009 

Sub-function 5.1.2.2    Partner with a coordinator to ensure all affected vendor 2010 

PSIRTs has been notified. 2011 

Function 5.1.3    Finder  2012 

A finder such as a customer or third-party researcher may notify a PSIRT of a 2013 

vulnerability through the channels documented in Vulnerability Discovery.  2014 

Purpose: Create environment of collaboration and clear expectations with finders. 2015 

Outcome: Increased trust, collaboration and control of the disclosure with finders. 2016 

Service 5.2 Coordination 2017 

Where appropriate, a vendor PSIRT should make arrangements to share vulnerability 2018 

information with coordinators or other vendors. They should be conscious of the vulnerability 2019 

handling policy of the vendor. Timelines for release and disclosure should be negotiated as 2020 

soon as possible. 2021 

Purpose: Set expectations for all parties involved when collaborating and planning the 2022 

disclosure. 2023 

Outcome: Increased trust, collaboration, and control of the disclosure.   2024 

Function 5.2.1 Bi-Lateral Coordination 2025 

A vendor PSIRT is responsible for maintaining communication with finders who report 2026 

potential vulnerabilities.   It is important for vendors to understand the finder’s intent, 2027 

agenda, and stance on vulnerabilities in general, and promote/ and facilitate responsible 2028 

disclosure on an agreed timeline.  PSIRTs should consider acknowledging the finders 2029 

who adhere to the public disclosure. 2030 

Purpose: Create an environment of collaboration where finders know they will be taken 2031 

seriously. 2032 

Outcome: Negotiated disclosure plan that honors the efforts of the finder. 2033 

 2034 

Sub-function 5.2.1.1    Acknowledge receipt of vulnerability report from third-party 2035 

finder. 2036 

Sub-function 5.2.1.2    Provide the finder regular updates on the status of the 2037 

reported vulnerability.  2038 

Sub-function 5.2.1.3    Provide the fix to finder so they can validate it as well. 2039 
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Sub-function 5.2.1.4    Provide credit by acknowledging the contributions of the 2040 

finder who reported the vulnerability. Vendor should verify with the finder that the 2041 

credit is welcomed. 2042 

Function 5.2.2    Multi-Vendor Coordination 2043 

Where appropriate, a vendor PSIRT should make arrangements for sharing vulnerability 2044 

information with coordinators or other vendors. They should be conscious of the 2045 

vulnerability handling policy of the vendor. Timelines for release and disclosure should 2046 

be negotiated as soon as possible. 2047 

Purpose: Provide transparency to stakeholders and partners through collaboration with 2048 

all parties to responsibly disclose vulnerabilities and fixes. 2049 

Outcome: Increased trust, collaboration, and control of the disclosure.   2050 

Multi-party Stakeholder Relationship 
to Self 

Stake in coordination 

Upstream vendors OEM 
supplier 
provides 
technology. 

To provide security patch.  It is recommended 
upstream vendors manage their downstream 
stakeholders (see Service Area 1.4). 

Downstream vendors Receives 
technology 
from 
upstream 
vendor. 

To be notified to apply the security patch. It is 
recommended that downstream vendors 
define and engage with upstream vendors 
communities and partners (see Function 
1.3.1). 

 2051 

Sub-function 5.2.2.1    PSIRT vendor acknowledges receipt of the vulnerability report 2052 

from vendor or coordinator. 2053 

Sub-function 5.2.2.2    PSIRT vendor or coordinator may need to identify those 2054 

vendors that are impacted by the vulnerability report. 2055 

Sub-function 5.2.2.3    PSIRT vendor or coordinator share vulnerability information 2056 

across the different vendors. 2057 

Sub-function 5.2.2.4    PSIRT vendor or coordinator partners with vendors on the 2058 

timing and availability of fixes, and how the downstream vendors may receive the 2059 

fixes. 2060 

Sub-function 5.2.2.5    PSIRT vendor or coordinator validates with vendors that the 2061 

security update addresses the vulnerability.  2062 

Sub-function 5.2.2.6    PSIRT vendor or coordinator negotiates across all vendors to 2063 

agree on both how the vulnerability will be disclosed and the timing of when the 2064 
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disclosure will be publicly released. 2065 

Service 5.3 Disclosure  2066 

When a security update is released there should be appropriate disclosures to ensure that 2067 

stakeholders and vendors are properly notified of the security updates. For each, the audience 2068 

needs to be well defined (there may be different audiences for different types of notices). 2069 

Purpose: Document code changes and the release of security fixes. 2070 

Outcome: Clarity regarding what updates has been made to the code and where to get 2071 

them. 2072 

Function 5.3.1 Release Notes 2073 

Release notes, including readme and change history, should include CVE reference(s) for 2074 

the security fix/mitigation. Release notes should clearly communicate how the 2075 

vulnerability was addressed.  Transparency is key in demonstrating that the fix offered is 2076 

adequate and complete, and not a partial mitigation or a patch that possibly creates 2077 

other functionality or security issues. 2078 

Purpose: Provide indication of security fixes included in the updated code. 2079 

Outcome: Stakeholder can protect themselves from possible exposure of the 2080 

vulnerability. 2081 

Sub-function 5.3.1.1        Define what vulnerabilities should be disclosed in the 2082 

release notes. 2083 

Sub-function 5.3.1.1        Define the review process. 2084 

Sub-function 5.3.1.2        Conduct review and approval of disclosure. 2085 

Function 5.3.2    Security Advisory  2086 

Vendors should have a mechanism by which to release security advisories to 2087 

stakeholders on a public web page and disclose vulnerabilities that have been 2088 

remediated. 2089 

Purpose: Provide a public repository for published security advisories.  2090 

Outcome: Security advisories are available for review and action by constituency. 2091 

Sub-function 5.3.2.1        Define a security advisory template. 2092 

Sub-function 5.3.2.2        Determine the mechanism to deliver a security advisory 2093 

(e.g., Common Security Advisory Framework (CSAF) or web document). 2094 

Sub-function 5.3.2.3        Define the set of conditions which would trigger the release 2095 

of a security advisory. For example, if action needs to be taken to notify stakeholders 2096 

that a hosted environment has been updated with a patch (breach scenario). 2097 

Sub-function 5.3.2.4        Determine the process for assigning a CVE ID to the 2098 

vulnerability. 2099 

Sub-function 5.3.2.5        Request whether the finder seeks credit. 2100 

Sub-function 5.3.2.6        Define review process such as, who are the stakeholders 2101 
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and when should the disclosure be crafted. 2102 

Sub-function 5.3.2.7        Conduct review process with defined stakeholders. 2103 

Function 5.3.3    Knowledge-Base Articles 2104 

Vendor should have a mechanism to publish knowledge-based articles which may 2105 

accompany certain security updates which are deemed a lower severity or alternatively 2106 

may be used as a means to communicate why specific reported vulnerabilities were 2107 

rejected as false positives. 2108 

Purpose: Provide a repository of knowledge base articles. 2109 

Outcome: Knowledge base articles are available for review and action by constituency. 2110 

Sub-function 5.3.3.1    Define what vulnerabilities should be disclosed in a 2111 

knowledge base article. 2112 

Sub-function 5.3.3.2    Define the review process.  2113 

Sub-function 5.3.3.3    Conduct review and approval of disclosure. 2114 

Function 5.3.4    Internal Stakeholder Communication 2115 

In addition to executive business owners who should be notified of vulnerability 2116 

communication plans; there are many employees who are on the front lines working 2117 

with stakeholders face to face and over the phone every day.  Providing advanced, 2118 

confidential notification and FAQ for coming advisories prepares those who may be 2119 

asked about them upon publishing.   2120 

Purpose: Inform executive business owners, global communications, and stakeholder-2121 

facing employees of ‘coming soon’ advisories and approved responses. 2122 

Outcome:  Employees will be able to respond to stakeholders and media asking 2123 

questions on day of advisory publication, resulting in controlling the message. 2124 

Sub-function 5.3.4.1    Collaborate with internal stakeholders to craft and/or review 2125 

language for their teams to use when customers ask about the vulnerability issue. 2126 

 2127 

Service 5.4 Vulnerability Metrics 2128 

Data to be collected should include, but is not limited to issue volume, classification, fix time, 2129 

affected products or services. 2130 

Purpose: Collect data regularly for management reporting. 2131 

Outcome: Determine areas requiring analysis, resource, improvement. 2132 

Function 5.4.1 Operational Reports 2133 

Operational reports may provide additional information on the volume of disclosures 2134 

posted as well as the number of views for those artifacts. These reports should be 2135 

published at least on a regular basis internally within the PSIRT as well as with internal 2136 

stakeholders.  2137 

Purpose: Collect data regularly for general reporting. 2138 
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Outcome: Determine areas requiring analysis, resource, improvement 2139 

Sub-function 5.4.1.1    Number of security advisories posted 2140 

The number of different disclosures can be reported and broken down by product. 2141 

This may help drive you to have a technical resource assigned. 2142 

Sub-function 5.4.1.2    Number of CVEs posted to NVD 2143 

The number of CVEs assigned can be used to promote your status to a CVE 2144 

Numbering Authority (CNA). 2145 

Sub-function 5.4.1.3    Page views on security advisories 2146 

This may drive your strategy to go towards proactive notification if the volume of 2147 

stakeholders viewing your advisory is low. 2148 

 2149 

 2150 

 2151 

 2152 

 2153 

 2154 

 2155 

 2156 

 2157 

 2158 

 2159 

 2160 

 2161 

 2162 

 2163 

 2164 

 2165 
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Service Area 6 Training and Education 2166 

                               2167 

The world of product security is in a constant state of flux as new technologies, services, and 2168 

integration make continuing training and education a top priority for security professionals.  As 2169 

software penetrates every aspect of the world we live in from our cars to our refrigerators, 2170 

keeping up with the needs of securing products has never been more critical.   A PSIRTs play a 2171 

key role in supporting a strong curriculum in educating all stakeholders on the intricacies of 2172 

developing, validating, and shipping products/services that meet the standards of today's 2173 

connected world.   2174 

Training and education needs can vary significantly across a corporation.  The concerns of a 2175 

firmware developer vs. a software services developer are very different and often require very 2176 

specific and unique types of training.  For the sake of this document we will break out training 2177 

needs into four stakeholder groups, PSIRT, product development, product validation and other 2178 

stakeholders involved in the PSIRT process.   2179 

1) PSIRT training is unique since PSIRT members must be plugged into many aspects like 2180 

legal, communications, and development.   2181 

2) Product Development (Internal Engineering and Development): Developers are highly 2182 

skilled and focused in their skills and thus need training that is just as focused.  Developing 2183 

secure firmware that is very difficult to update in the field has very different requirements 2184 

than that of a desktop application engineer.   2185 

3) Product Validation (Internal Engineering and Development): Validators requires constant 2186 

training to become familiar with the latest tools and techniques for things like pen-testing, 2187 

vulnerability scanning, and early design reviews to catch issues before they have to be 2188 

fixed.   2189 

4) All other Stakeholders: this group represents a less technical audience that requires a 2190 

solid foundation in understanding the basics of developing, validating, and shipping 2191 

secure products as well as in reacting when a shipped product has a vulnerability. 2192 

Secure development training is not considered as part of PSIRT program and is handled outside 2193 

the PSIRT process. However, it is important that PSIRTs be champions of all aspects involved in 2194 

bringing secure products to market and as such should partner with various development 2195 

teams to make sure the appropriate training is in place.  In many smaller organizations, there 2196 
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may not be a separate group that takes the responsibility for making sure products are 2197 

developed with a security focus.  In those cases, PSIRT may be involved in bridging the gap (this 2198 

is outside the scope of this document). 2199 

In each section, we will identify various stakeholder groups and summarize some focus areas 2200 

that may help a PSIRT team engage in meaningful discussions about training and educating 2201 

their stakeholders. PSIRTs may create all the training material in-house, use external material or 2202 

use external training resources to train their stakeholders. 2203 

Service 6.1 Training the PSIRT team 2204 

PSIRT Teams need to be at the forefront of what is happening in the world of security including 2205 

what’s trending, new exploits, and industry activities to name a few.  This broad level of 2206 

knowledge starts with requiring a solid foundation in general security world topics as 2207 

demonstrated by the leading security certifications. But certifications only provide a base that 2208 

needs to be constantly updated via activities like security focused conferences, industry 2209 

consortium involvement, and keen awareness of the industry as a whole by being an avid 2210 

consumer of blogs, industry press, consortium publications, etc. PSIRT members also need to be 2211 

aware of the constantly evolving world of security and privacy legislation which seems to 2212 

change rapidly. 2213 

Function 6.1.1 Technical training  2214 

It is important that PSIRT staff have a solid understanding of basic security concepts and 2215 

knowledge of the products that are being supported. The training material must be 2216 

regularly reviewed to ensure that as the security landscape changes, new vulnerability 2217 

techniques are being included in the training material.  2218 

Purpose: Train the PSIRT staff so that they understand the issue that is being reported 2219 

and can adequately perform the initial triage before handing it off to teams responsible 2220 

for developing, testing, and releasing fixes. 2221 

Outcome: PSIRT team has sufficient technical training to perform their duties.  2222 

The security concepts training would vary depending on the type of products that are 2223 

being supported by a vendor (e.g., hardware, firmware, software, networking, cloud 2224 

products or all of the above).  At a very high level, the training must cover basic security 2225 

topics like common attacks, cryptography, confidentiality, integrity, availability, 2226 

authentication, authorization, access control models, multi tenancy, relevant 2227 

compliance, and regulations among others. This training should also include any 2228 

industry specific regulations that may impact PSIRT activities such as HIPAA for 2229 

healthcare verticals and PCI DSS for payment card vendors and banking. Some level of 2230 

product training must also be covered for PSIRT staff so that they are able to understand 2231 

the reported issues. 2232 
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Function 6.1.2  Communications Training  2233 

Since the external finders report issues to the PSIRT, it is important that the PSIRT staff 2234 

is trained on the communication policies and soft skills that cover how to handle 2235 

communications with external finders and internal stakeholders in a timely manner.  2236 

Purpose: Ensure PSIRT staff follows the communication policies of the organization while 2237 

interacting with external entities thus eliminating any regulatory/legal issues that may 2238 

result from improper communication.  2239 

Outcome: PSIRT team will have sufficient communications training to perform their 2240 

assigned duties with clear accuracy and no ambiguity in communications. 2241 

Function 6.1.3 Process Training 2242 

There should be process guidelines that define how the reported issues will be tracked, 2243 

managed and measured. The roles of the various stakeholders involved in the process of 2244 

resolution of reported issues should be defined. The process should cover responding to 2245 

finders in a timely fashion and sending periodic updates to them for all open issues. 2246 

There should also be a well-defined and secure means of communicating information 2247 

between an external finder and the vendor.  2248 

Purpose: Ensure there is a smooth flow of information in managing product security 2249 

incidents which will result in timely resolution of issues.  2250 

Outcome: PSIRT members will be sufficiently training on internal processes so that they 2251 

can perform their duties. 2252 

Function 6.1.4 Task Tools Training  2253 

Sub-function 6.1.4.1 Bug tracking and other management tools for PSIRT and 2254 

the engineering staff 2255 

A formally acknowledged bug tracking tool should be identified for each product 2256 

(preferably the same for all products) in a given organization. All bugs should be 2257 

identified in this tool and security bugs should be uniformly identified as such. Only 2258 

those that have a need to know should be able to view and access the information 2259 

related to security vulnerabilities in a product. In addition, the tool should include 2260 

the capability to support program metrics requirements with both manual and 2261 

automated reporting capabilities.   2262 

Purpose: Ensure that issues are tracked effectively and vulnerability information is 2263 

safeguarded within the certified tracking tools where only those that have a 2264 

demonstrated need to know can access, track, and manage these issues. 2265 

Outcome: PSIRT members will be sufficiently trained and knowledgeable on tools 2266 
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that they can perform their duties. 2267 

Sub-function 6.1.4.2 Third-party tracking tools 2268 

Most products include multiple third- party components (including open source) 2269 

that are shipped with a product. The customers will often not know about the third- 2270 

party software shipped within the product and hence would rely on the vendor to 2271 

provide fixes or information on the patch. Hence it is important that internal third- 2272 

party tracking tools be identified to cover the dependencies of vendor’s products on 2273 

various third- party components. The National Vulnerability Database (NVD), third-2274 

party vendors’ security advisories and other external sites must be monitored to 2275 

track the vulnerabilities and fixes for the third-party components so these fixes can 2276 

be provided to the customer.  2277 

Purpose: Identify tools to track the third- party components embedded in products so 2278 

the vulnerabilities can be tracked and released in these components. 2279 

Outcome: PSIRT members will have an understanding and be able to track third-2280 

party components within shipped products. 2281 

Function 6.1.5 Tracking All Training Initiatives 2282 

PSIRT team will need to track all the trainings that are available to various stakeholders. 2283 

The team will need to ensure that all these trainings are delivered at a certain frequency 2284 

as the security landscape is changing very rapidly and hence the trainings and processes 2285 

will need to be continually redefined.  2286 

Purpose: Ensure all the trainings for various stakeholders are being tracked.  2287 

Outcome: PSIRT members will know various stakeholders have been trained on their 2288 

roles in the PSIRT process.  2289 

Service 6.2 Training the Development Team 2290 

Secure Development refers to the methodologies and steps taken throughout the development 2291 

process which are specifically designed to reduce the number and severity of vulnerabilities in 2292 

software related products and services.  By having a strong curriculum and a focus on secure 2293 

development methodologies, vulnerabilities can be greatly reduced prior to product release 2294 

which is much less expensive than dealing with them after the products are already released to 2295 

the marketplace. 2296 

Secure development starts with product requirements and architecture. In addition, secure 2297 

design reviews are key to spotting possible vulnerabilities before the product even goes into 2298 

development.   2299 

There are numerous activities that are involved in a secure development program, the details of 2300 

which are well outside the scope of this document. It is strongly recommended that a separate 2301 
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program exists to manage an appropriate secure development lifecycle effort.  This program 2302 

should follow an accepted industry standard program model. An example of a Secure 2303 

Development lifecycle is the Microsoft Secure Development Lifecycle model.  2304 

Purpose: Encourage the organization to have a proper Secure Development Lifecycle 2305 

(SDL) program where development is trained on writing secure code and using 2306 

documented security guidelines while creating the architecture and design of a product.    2307 

Outcome: Development teams will be able to write secure code and release more secure 2308 

products. 2309 

Secure development training is not always considered as part of PSIRT constituency and may be 2310 

handled outside the PSIRT process. In any case, it is an important step that must be considered 2311 

by any vendor that cares about the secure posture of its products. 2312 

Function 6.2.1 PSIRT Process Training 2313 

Each member of the development process needs to comprehend why the PSIRT process 2314 

exists, how it works, and what they need to do to develop products to support it.  Often 2315 

after a product is released, development teams move on to different projects and 2316 

sustaining efforts are minimal.  Training the teams and providing them with the 2317 

appropriate methods to store key information about the product is critical for PSIRT to 2318 

fully address a product vulnerability issue.  Having information documented such as who 2319 

was the security architect, the development lead, testing lead so that PSIRT teams can 2320 

go back to those who know the most to assess risks and develop mitigations.  This 2321 

documentation should also include things such as: what are the 3rd party components 2322 

that are being used, what is the product update process, what logging exists, what 2323 

security exceptions were allowed and how are stakeholders notified. This information is 2324 

also critical to PSIRT teams to close a security vulnerability. As new development team 2325 

members come and go, refresher training is also critical. 2326 

Purpose: Ensure that all stakeholders understand the PSIRT process and how it relates to 2327 

their role in product development.    2328 

Outcome: Culture of security among developers and better cooperation in dealing with 2329 

vulnerabilities. 2330 

Service 6.3 Training the Validation Team 2331 

Validators need to be constantly updated on the latest tools and techniques for things such as 2332 

pen-testing, vulnerability scanning, fuzzing, ethical hacking, and others.  Training the validators 2333 

on this falls under SDL and is outside the scope of this document. However, PSIRT team should 2334 

encourage the organization to have a group that focuses on this. 2335 

Purpose: Encourage the organization to have a proper SDL program where proper 2336 

security testing tools are identified.    2337 

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/sdl/
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Outcome:  Higher quality and more secure products. 2338 

Just like secure development, secure validation training is not considered part of PSIRT 2339 

constituency and is handled outside the PSIRT process. However, it is an equally important step 2340 

that must be covered as part of SDL of a product by a vendor.  2341 

Function 6.3.1 PSIRT Process Training 2342 

Some members of the validation team may be involved in testing the fixes that are 2343 

required to fix product vulnerabilities. These team members need to understand the 2344 

PSIRT process, how it works, what are the expected timeframes and what their role is in 2345 

the process.  They would need a good understanding of the product life cycle so they 2346 

know the supported versions that need to be tested for vulnerability fixes. They would 2347 

need to also test the workarounds, if there are any. It will be important for them to also 2348 

test for regressions. 2349 

Purpose: Ensure that all stakeholders understand the PSIRT process and how it relates to 2350 

their role in product validation   2351 

Outcome: Culture of security among validators and better cooperation in dealing with 2352 

vulnerabilities. 2353 

Service 6.4 Continuing Education for All Stakeholders 2354 

All stakeholders will require some level of training and awareness of the PSIRT program. There 2355 

are many stakeholders that are involved in the end-to-end PSIRT process. Therefore, it is 2356 

important to identify various stakeholder groups and develop training specific to their needs. 2357 

Purpose:  Ensure that all stakeholder groups have the training or basic awareness they 2358 

need to fulfill their role in the PSIRT program. 2359 

Outcome: Well-informed internal constituencies that know how they will work with the 2360 

PSIRT in managing emergent vulnerability issues and what services PSIRT will offer in 2361 

such situations. 2362 

Function 6.4.1 Training the Executive Management 2363 

This group is typically involved in initial sign off on the company’s communication, 2364 

vulnerability protection and other policies. Management approval may also be required 2365 

for creating security advisories. Also, executive management’s approval is often 2366 

required for critical situations that create high risk, are highly visible or create high 2367 

liability. Management may also want periodic status checks on the security posture of 2368 

all products. Thus, it is important to inform management of the PSIRT processes. 2369 

Purpose: Make management teams aware of their role in the PSIRT program. 2370 

Outcome: Timely resolution of approvals that require management sign-off. 2371 
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Function 6.4.2 Training the Legal Team 2372 

Legal is involved in setting up the initial corporate policies. Some finder-reported issues 2373 

may have liability issues and may require assistance from legal groups so it is important 2374 

to identify points of contact beforehand. 2375 

Purpose:   Make legal team aware of their role in the PSIRT program and the involved 2376 

timelines. 2377 

Outcome: Timely closure of security issues that require legal approval.  2378 

Function 6.4.3 Training the Government Affairs and Compliance Team 2379 

Government affairs folks are involved in regulatory compliance issues. Therefore, it is 2380 

important to identify points of contact beforehand. 2381 

Purpose:  Make the Government affairs team aware of their role in the PSIRT program. 2382 

Outcome: Timely resolution of security vulnerabilities that require complying to certain 2383 

regulatory standards. 2384 

Function 6.4.4 Training the Marketing Team 2385 

Marketing is often involved when there is a risk to brand name. Also, security advisories 2386 

may be reviewed by them and associated marketing information may be released 2387 

alongside. Marketing teams are also involved in marketing the security aspect of 2388 

products.     2389 

Purpose: Make the marketing teams aware of their role in the PSIRT program and 2390 

educate them on what can and cannot be claimed regarding product security. 2391 

Outcome: Proper coordination between PSIRT and marketing teams will result in a well-2392 

aligned external security posture between the marketing material and security 2393 

advisories.  2394 

Function 6.4.5 Training the Public Relations Team 2395 

Public Relations (PR) teams may be responsible for responding to external security posts 2396 

or blogs, or press inquiries related to critical product vulnerabilities. Points of contact 2397 

should be identified so PR can be involved if any external posting are required.   2398 

Purpose: Make the public relations teams aware of their role in the PSIRT program.  2399 

Outcome: Proper coordination between PSIRT and public relations teams will result in a 2400 

good external security posture of the vendor.  2401 

Function 6.4.6 Training the Sales Team 2402 

Sales teams may be trained on basic security concepts and communications regarding 2403 

security practices. Also, it is very important for salespeople to know what can and 2404 

cannot be shared externally. It is recommended that sales employees redirect any 2405 

concerns about security from stakeholders/prospects to either PSIRT staff or support 2406 

staff as opposed to addressing them directly. 2407 
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Purpose: Make the sales teams aware of what can and cannot be claimed regarding 2408 

product security and where to go with questions they are unable to answer. 2409 

Outcome: Proper coordination between PSIRT and sales teams will result in meeting 2410 

customer expectations.  2411 

Function 6.4.7 Training the Support Team 2412 

Support teams must be trained to handle security vulnerability reports from the 2413 

customer. PSIRT may be involved in some cases for working these issues. Support should 2414 

publish support policies that define the lifetime of every product, the versions 2415 

supported and whether security advisories will be released. Most vendors only provide 2416 

security advisories for the versions that are in support. So, these policies are critical and 2417 

must be published on vendor’s website making it easily visible to stakeholders.  PSIRT 2418 

team typically maintains a close relationship with Support so they understand the kind 2419 

of issues that are being reported by customers. Also, sometimes a finder may be a 2420 

customer or the vice versa so handling of the issue may move between support and 2421 

PSIRT.   2422 

Purpose: Make the support teams aware of their role in PSIRT process. 2423 

Outcome: Proper coordination between PSIRT and support teams will result in meeting 2424 

both customer and reporter expectations.  2425 

Service 6.5 Provide Feedback Mechanism 2426 

Use information gained during the root cause analysis of the incident to educate the folks 2427 

involved and prevent similar vulnerabilities in the future. 2428 

Purpose: Continuously improve training to keep up with the rapidly changing landscape 2429 

of security industry. 2430 

Outcome: Higher quality training will result in improved experience for all stakeholders. 2431 

 2432 

  2433 
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ANNEX 1: Supporting Resources 2434 

ISO 31000:2009 Risk management — Principles and guidelines 2435 

https://www.iso.org/iso-31000-risk-management.html 2436 

ISO/IEC 30111:2013 Information technology—Security techniques—Vulnerability handling 2437 

processes 2438 

https://www.iso.org/obp/ui/#iso:std:53231:en 2439 

ISO/IEC 29147:2014 Information technology—Security techniques — Vulnerability disclosure 2440 

https://www.iso.org/obp/ui/#iso:std:iso-iec:29147:ed-1:v1:en 2441 

Guidelines and Practices for Multi-Party Vulnerability Coordination and Disclosure 2442 

The Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBBOK) Guide and Standards 2443 
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https://www.iso.org/iso-31000-risk-management.html
https://www.iso.org/obp/ui/%23iso:std:53231:en
https://www.iso.org/obp/ui/%23iso:std:iso-iec:29147:ed-1:v1:en
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ANNEX 2: Pros and Cons of PSIRT Organizational Models 2462 

Model Description Pros Cons 

Distributed A smaller core PSIRT 
operations team 
distributed work to 
PSIRT representatives 
across the different 
functional areas.  (e.g. 
Support, Engineering, 
Product Management) 

● Ideal for large companies 
with large and diverse 
product portfolios. 

●    Cost of PSIRT initiative 
defrayed. 

● Workload is distributed 
across the different 
function. 

● Scalable to grow with a 
growing portfolio 

● PSIRT organization has 
some authority to set policy 
and direction. 

● Often PSIRT does not 
directly control the 
resources that address the 
vulnerabilities and 
therefore have less control 

● Different product areas 
may put their own best 
interest ahead of the PSIRT 
activities. 

Centralized A larger PSIRT 
organization that is 
directly involved in all 
PSIRT activities (e.g. 
program management, 
triage, identification, 
remediation and 
communication) for all 
the different product 
areas. 

● Ideal for smaller 
companies with smaller 
portfolios. 

● Central group of highly 
skilled product security 
experts. 

● PSIRT organization makes 
all of the decisions on 
PSIRT budgets, policies 
and resources. 

● Better control and 
accountability over the 
PSIRT operational 
activities. 

● Does not scale well as the 
portfolios grows. 

● Major decisions will need to 
be made with the different 
functional manager’s 
cooperation or approval. 

● Costly to maintain a central 
team with specialized skills. 

Hybrid This is a combination of characteristics from both the centralized and distributed models. 

 2463 
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ANNEX 3: Types of Incident Response Teams 2471 

- National CSIRT (Computer Security Incident Response Team) – a national CSIRT refers to an 2472 

entity which is constituted by a National Authority to provide national-level coordination of 2473 

cybersecurity incidents. Its constituency generally includes all government departments and 2474 

agencies, law enforcement and civil society. It also, generally, is the authority to interact with 2475 

the national CSIRTs of other countries, as well as with regional and international players. 2476 

- Critical Infrastructure / Sectoral CSIRT – in charge of monitoring, managing and responding to 2477 

cybersecurity incidents related to a specific sector (e.g. energy, telecom, finance) 2478 

- Enterprise (Organizational) CSIRT – An Enterprise CSIRT generally refers to a team in charge of 2479 

monitoring, managing and handling cybersecurity incidents impacting the internal ICT 2480 

infrastructures and services of a specific organization. 2481 

- Regional / Multi-Party CSIRT – a Regional / Multi-Party CSIRT refers to team or matrixed team 2482 

in charge of monitoring, managing and responding to cybersecurity incidents related to a 2483 

specific region, or a number of organizations. 2484 

- Product Security Incident Response Team (PSIRT) – a Product SIRT is a team within a 2485 

commercial entity (typically a vendor) that manages the receipt, investigation, and internal or 2486 

public reporting of security vulnerability information related to products or services 2487 

commercialized by the organization. 2488 
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Glossary 2505 

- Actions - the list of how something is done at varying levels of detail / maturity. 2506 

- Capability – a measurable activity that may be performed as part of an organization’s roles 2507 

and responsibilities. For the purposes of the SIRT services framework the capabilities can either 2508 

be defined as the broader services or as the requisite functions, tasks, or actions. 2509 

- Capacity – the number of simultaneous process-occurrences of a particular capability that an 2510 

organization can execute before they achieve some form of resource exhaustion. 2511 

- Maturity – how effectively an organization executes a particular capability within the mission 2512 

and authorities of the organization. It is a level of proficiency attained either in actions or tasks 2513 

or in an aggregate of functions or services. 2514 

- Red Teaming - is a process designed to detect network and system vulnerabilities and test 2515 

security by taking an attacker-like approach to system/network/data access. This process is also 2516 

called "ethical hacking" since its ultimate purpose is to enhance security. 2517 

- Tasks - the list of actions that must be performed to complete the task. 2518 

 2519 


